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IAbstract
Conviviality is a concept of great depth that plays an important role in any social
interaction. A convivial relation between individuals is one that allows the participating
individuals to behave and interact with each other following a set of conventions that
are shared, commonly agreed upon, or at least understood. This presupposes an implicit
or an explicit regulation mechanism based on consensus or social contracts and applies
to the behaviours and interactions of participating individuals. With respect to an
intelligent web-based system, an applicable social contribution is the give of assistance
to other users in situations that are unclear and in guiding him to find the right decision
whenever a conflict arises. Such a convivial social biotope deeply depends on both
implicit and explicit co-operation and collaboration of natural users inside a community.
Here, the individual conviviality may benefit from “The Wisdom of Crowds”, which
fosters a dynamic understanding of the user’s behaviour and a strong influence of an
individual’s well being to another person(s). The web-based system CUBA focus on
such a behavioural analysis through profiling and demonstrates a convivial stay within
a web-based feed system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Conviviality is still a widely unexplored research field and an artificial simulation is far
away from a standardised concept.
We concern with the problem of simulating natural conviviality in an artificial, web-
based environment. We believe that such a convivial environment directly influences the
acceptance of the web-based system and, consequently, offers a competitive advantage.
However, an exact definition of what conviviality is does not really exist in the
literature and there is neither a clear model nor a singular vision of how it can be
realised. A usage of the word in a communication environment like the World-Wide
Web is often understood as a layout problem. Moreover, the relationship of conviviality
to terms like amicability or comfort ability remains fluent: does conviviality refer to a
place or a situation where someone is welcomed and/or feels well? Can conviviality be
computed by algorithmic parameters, being adjusted and adapted? May external signal
be considered and internal rules be activated such that we can obtain conviviality?
We believe that artificial conviviality is a concept of greater depth that is signific-
ant in a social interaction and in social systems in general. Convivial relations between
individuals allow them to behave and interact among each other following a set of conven-
tions shared, commonly agreed upon or at least understood. This presupposes implicit
or explicit mechanisms that are based on consensus or social contracts and applies to the
behaviour and interactions of participating individuals [1]. Following Merriam-Webster
[2], a natural conviviality distinguishes between a technological and a sociological mean-
ing of the term. The technological meaning addresses the quality pertaining to a software
or hardware easy and pleasant to use and understand even for a beginner. The sociolo-
gical meaning stresses the importance of positive relations between the people and the
groups that form a society, with an emphasis on community life and equality rather than
hierarchical functions.
In Computer Science, a reliable and convincing definition of artificial conviviality has
been less considered. As mentioned above, it is commonly understood as a user-friendly
design or event, being often equated with GUIs (Graphical User Interfaces). Artificial
conviviality also occurs in conjunction with digital cities and normative agents [3], design
processes [4], or more generally in the context of sharing and enjoying a “good time”
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with other users. However, what a good time is remains unclear, since good is strictly
subjective and, because of his previous experiences, almost each user has a different
understanding of it. There are computer-related sources that may influence a “good
time” in many ways, which makes it nearly impossible to introduce a single definition of
artificial conviviality that covers all aspects.
An interesting concept, however, is proposed by Illich [5], where the term conviviality
is associated to (software) tools as the result of a conscious user-centric decision: “I am
aware that in English convivial now seeks the company of tipsy jolliness, which is distinct
from that indicated by the Old English Dictionary and opposite to the austere meaning of
modern eutrapelia, which I intend. By applying the term convivial to tools rather than to
people, I hope to forestall confusion.” And, in fact, Illich intends to bring the technology
to the level of “common” people making it accessible (and hence usable) to everybody.
The idea is to enable (potentially all) users to use technique in a better/smoother way.
Instead of certain specifications on how convivial (software) tools should look like or
should be used, Illich proposes some characteristics of convivial (software) tools, for
example, no users must be excluded, no education should be necessary to use such a
software tool, or avoid too complex features, even if they are implementable, must exist.
Unfortunately, these guidelines have not been intended to the World Wide Web.
A promising approach is to foster the principles of “The Wisdom of Crowds”. This
principle is not new and there had been a lot of experiments and research work in the
past. The term has been populated by Surowiecki [6]. He argues that certain situations
exist where a group of humans (i.e. crowd) come up with a better solution (regarding
a given problem) than the group’s smartest individual if a certain number of conditions
exist:
• a diversity of the existing points of view
• a decentralisation and the independence of the participants
• a form of aggregation
The main idea behind the diversity of points of view is that knowledge – being
unavailable for experts (the so called private or local knowledge) – must be collected when
it is used for the final solution. To ensure that other group members do not influence
such knowledge, there exist certain requirements of decentralisation and independence.
At the end, an independent instance aggregates the different knowledge to the wisdom
of crowd. This can be obtained in different ways, which means that there is no well-
defined way of coming up with the perfect solution. Generally, there are several types
of problems where wisdom of crowd is very beneficial and applicable. For example,
cognition problems require a particular solution. This can be a judgment of a market or
optimisation problems. Co-operation problems involve trust between the members for
their interaction. And co-ordination problems occurs when there is a need to arrange
resources in relation with time.
In practice, it may happen that experts are smarter than the “crowd”. Generally,
this may become crucial in case that one or more experts continuously dominate such
5a group. An aggregation of the wisdom may not be guaranteed in an acceptable way.
However, there are also situations, where the crowds can fail with their solution, for
example, when the composition of a group is too centralised, emotional, homogeneous,
and/or imitative. Some of these reasons are only the opposite characteristics of the
conditions discussed above (e. g. low vs. high centralised, diversity vs. homogeneity
or imitation). In any case, the most important thing is that the members of the group
are independent. The goal is to let everybody in the group share their knowledge and
experience; a little bit cheating wont do any harm. The most dangerous situations
are that groups are too small – group leaders can grow up and influence the opinion
of other members – or those groups with nearly the same background knowledge exist
(no diversity). In a small group, the avoidance of an imitative behaviour may lead to a
cascading effect over the whole group. On the other hand, this does not heavily influence
the result as long as it happens in a small environment.
Structure of the Document
The remaining part of this document is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we examine
several definitions of conviviality and present our understanding of it by introducing
Artificial Conviviality; Chapter 3 introduces the concept of “The Wisdom of Crowds”
and how it can be used to support conviviality on Web sites; next, we introduce the
Non-Obvious Profile algorithm, an algorithm that builds interest profiles of Web site
users; in Chapter 5, we discuss several techniques to aggregate the other users’ know-
ledge and use it for a recommendation system. Chapter 6 describes the concept and
architecture of our implemented prototype CUBA; in Chapter 7, we depict the most
important implementation aspects of the CUBA prototype; Chapter 8 presents results
of our experiments while in Chapter 9 we summarise the work, present the conclusions
and discuss future research options.
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Part I
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Chapter 2
Of the Different Kinds of
Conviviality
In this chapter, we investigate the term conviviality in detail and regard several existing
definitions. We discuss general definitions from amongst others the Merriam Webster
dictionary and the Grand Dictionaire Terminologique. Afterwards we have a closer
look to context specific definitions of conviviality. We regard to Illich’s approach of
conviviality, which considered the concept in a social environment. We also look at
Fischer’s definition, which takes Illichs approach and transforms it into a computer
science environment. Then we examine Caire’s approach that settles conviviality in the
environment of digital cities. We close this section by introducing a new definition of
conviviality, which we call Artificial Conviviality
2.1 Definitions of Conviviality
In this chapter we present and examine existing definitions of conviviality. We start with
common definitions, which take part in the English and French languages. Afterwards
we introduce definitions of conviviality, which are more specific and domain depended.
2.1.1 Common Definitions
The adverb convivial respectively the noun conviviality takes place in the active vocab-
ularies of the English and French languages. In the following, we have a closer look at
different definitions of conviviality to get an overview and a common understanding of
its usage.
9
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Merriam-Webster
Merriam-Webster [2] defines convivial and its original meaning as follows:
Main Entry: con·viv·ial
Pronunciation: \k@n-"viv-y@l, -"vi-ve¯-@l\
Function: adjective
Etymology: Late Latin convivialis, from Latin convivium banquet, from com-
+ vivere to live – more at quick
Date: circa 1668
: relating to, occupied with, or fond of feasting, drinking, and good company
<a convivial host><a convivial gathering>
con·viv·i·al·i·ty \-vi-ve¯-"a-l@-te¯\ noun
con·viv·ial·ly \-"viv-y@-le¯, -"vi-ve¯-@-le¯\ adverb
As we see, convivial in its original sense corresponds to individuals, which form a
social group (company) and interact with each other (feasting). The term “good com-
pany” indicates that an individual enjoys some kind of activity within a social group.
It indicates further a positive apperception and evaluation by the individual. It implies
that conviviality is a subjective sensation that depends on an individual. Since every
individual senses a given situation differently, there could not be an objective measure-
ment for conviviality. The reasons may differ and be caused by many reasons. Fromm
[7] gives on possible explanation. He says that there could not be the same perceptions
for two different individuals in the same situation, because every one has its unique ex-
periences and therefore will gather the same situation differently. Nevertheless, deeper
discussions of theses reasons are out of the focus of this work. Let us maintain at this
point that the original meaning of convivial (for an individual) is to share a good time
in company.
We continue with other definitions, and present more modern meanings of convivial
that are slightly different. While Morris [8] follows the former definition in general, it is
also less restrictive and expands conviviality by mention the more broaden terms sociable
and jovial:
1. Fond or feasting, drinking, and good company; sociable; jovial
2. Relating to or of the nature of a feast; festive. - See Synonyms at jolly
Another definition, given by Summers [9], goes a step further and covers the original
meaning only fractionally:
convivial: pleasantly merry and friendly: convivial companions | a very con-
vivial atmosphere
In this definition, the (social) group and interaction context is putting back. In contrary,
it seems that the meaning of the individual’s feelings (i.e. the result) shifts into focus and
becomes more important. It is more perceived in the individual’s feelings and enjoyment,
which is not necessarily attached to social interactions any more.
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There is also a counterpart of convivial in the French language. We present two
definitions to show the equivalent usage of convivial in both languages and introduce
different domains where convivial has its special meaning. The French-English dictionary
[10] defines convivial as:
convivial, e : friendly, convivial; user-friendly (Computer)
convivialité : social interaction; (= jovialité) friendliness, conviviality; user-
friendliness (Computer)
When we compare the translation with the previous definitions, we notice that in
French the meaning of conviviality is similar to the modern English definitions we seen
before and is also been used in the same context. One interesting thing is that this defin-
ition assigns convivial to two different domains. While it still has a common meaning,
it can now also be related to the domain of computers where it means user-friendly. In
this context, the part of social interaction usually fully vanishes and tends to relate to a
Graphical User Interface (GUI), the interaction with computer systems by itself, or the
design and usability of applications in common.
Nevertheless, the term convivial is not only related to two domains. There are
many more. “Le Grand dictionnaire teminologique” [11] for example lists the following
meanings:
français convivial adj.
Domaine(s) :
- géneralité
Définition : Qui a rapport aux festins, aux repas.1
- informatique, télécommunication
Définition : Relatif à un logiciel ou à un matériel facile et agréable à utiliser,
même pour un utilisateur novice.2
Équivalent(s): English user-friendly
- sociologie
Définition : Où l’accent est mis sur une vie communautaire et égalitaire,
plutôt que sur une vie fondée sur la hiérarchie des fonctions.3
- philosophie, sociologie
Définition: Rendu « convivial », c’est-à-dire utilisable directement, sans re-
lais.
Note(s): Courant dans un des domaines techniques ou scientifiques.4
1 Related to feasts or meals 2 Related to software or hardware, easy and friendly to use, even for
a novice user. 3 Where the focus is put on a life in community and equal for everyone, instead of a
live base on a hierarchy of functions. 4 Made convivial, it means immediate usable without any delay.
Note: Frequently used in technical and scientific domains.
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Here the term conviviality is also related to the sociological and philosophical do-
main with its own meaning. We are especially interested in the philosophical sense on
conviviality, because it leads us to the following approach from Illich, which connects
several aspects of above’s definition.
2.1.2 Illich’s Tools of Conviviality
Illich looks at conviviality from a philosophical and sociological point of view. In his work
“Tools for Conviviality” [5] he shares his thoughts on convivial societies and on convivial
tools in particular. He discusses the meaning of conviviality in relation to the society
and its tools, where he usually has their impact on the society in mind. He starts with
societies structures in the western world and criticize the “artificial” barriers in their
systems. As an example, he points out artificial barriers for choosing a profession or
getting permission to perform a task, like building a house for example. In his opinion,
most of these acts are limited by artificial barriers for different reasons, like seal or
protect a social group (and let them take advantage of this separation). In this context
he makes a connection to tools and introduces the term convivial tools.
“Tools are intrinsic to social relationships. An individual relates himself in
action to his society through the use of tools that he actively masters, or by
which he is passively acted upon. To the degree that he masters his tools, he
can invest the world with his meaning; to the degree that he is mastered by
his tools, the shape of the tool determines his own self-image. Convivial tools
are those, which give each person who uses them the greatest opportunity to
enrich the environment with the fruits of his or her vision. Industrial tools
deny this possibility to those who use them and they allow their designers to
determine the meaning and expectations of others.” [5]
Illich argues that only convivial tools allow an individual to express personal visions
and, in the best case, enrich the environment and influence social relationships. These
kind of tools are quite related to the critics he does to the barriers. Later he points out
the characteristics of convivial tools when he says:
“Tools foster conviviality to the extent to which they can be easily used,
by anybody, as often or as seldom as desired, for the accomplishment of
a purpose chosen by the user. The use of such tools by one person does
not restrain another from using them equally. They do not require previous
certification of the user. Their existence does not impose any obligation to
use them. They allow the user to express his meaning in action.” [5]
The main character of convivial tools is, that there are no restrictions to use them. For
Illich, for example, the telephone represents all attributes of a convivial tool. This means
on the one hand, that there should also be no administrative and social restrictions to
use these tools. On the other hand, and here he goes a step further, there should also be
no (specific) instructions how to use these tools. In other words, anybody should be free
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to use them in an individual way. This perspective is strong related to the philosophical
definition of conviviality, which we presented in section 2.1.1.
Nevertheless, his concept of convivial tools is inspiring for research in computer re-
lated fields, especially in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).
2.1.3 Fischer
Fischer [4] seizes Illich’s suggestions and transferred them in the environment of HCI,
where he used it especially in software construction environments. In his work, he iden-
tifies a gap between convivial, or “simple” tools like Turn-Key Systems on the one side
and “powerful” tools like programming languages on the other side. He notices that
the most powerful tools require additional learning and training time to benefit from
their full capability. Therefore he uses “The spectrum of conviviality” (see Figure 2.1)
to depict this gap in a graphical way.
Figure 2.1: The spectrum of conviviality [4]
To be more concrete of the difference between simple and powerful tools, he describes
the characteristics of both ends of the spectrum and their pitfalls as follow:
“[General purpose programming languages] ... are powerful, but they are
hard to learn, they are often too far away from the conceptual structure of
the problem and it takes too long to get a task done or a problem solved. This
class of systems can be adequately described by the Turing tar-pit: Beware
of the Turing tar-pit, in which everything is possible but nothing of interest
is easy.” [4]
On the other hand we can describe convivial tools as common “ready to go” systems,
which offer a simple handling, but usually lack in the power of there functions.
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“[Turn-key systems] ... are easy to use, no special training is required, but
they can not be modified by the user. This class of systems can be adequately
described by the converse of the Turing tar-pit: Beware the over-specialized
system where operations are easy, but little of interest is possible.” [4]
Fischer points further out that
“Despite our goal of making computer systems more convivial, i.e., giving
more control to the user, we do not believe that more control is always
better.” [4]
We share Fischer’s opinion for several reasons: First, Fisher wrote this text in 1988.
Today’s computer systems are more powerful and advanced then these in 1988. But while
the development in hardware went on, there were only little progress in the software
development towards convivial computing in Fisher’s sense. Even today, there are no
“simple” tools that allow anybody to use a computer in sense of Illich’s definitions; they
are still industrial tools. Creating computer programs requires still a comprehensive
studying of (at least) a computer language and its libraries, not mention the operating
system or additional hardware issues. This ends up in a situation where most users
still depend on software created by other persons. This is really not convivial in Illich’s
sense, because of the lack of opportunities to configure them to satisfy an individual’s real
requirements. Computer program providers usually try to solve this problem by either
introduce more features (“more is always better”) or implement some kind of “intelligent”
tools. Both solutions can be very awkward and might include many pitfalls for both sides.
As Schwartz [12] shows, a wide range of options can lead to an uncomfortable individual,
because options require choosing. In general, the opportunity of having options is good,
but at some level, they become to an opposite perception on the user’s side. This could
lead a user to feelings of uncertainty, indecisiveness or procrastination. Intelligent tools
can also be tricky, because of their way to interpret “intelligence”. Fischer describes it
as follow:
“Intelligent tools can have problems because many of them fail to give any
indication of how they operate and what they are doing; the user feels like
an observer, watching while unexplained operations take place. This mode
of operation results in a lack of control over events and does not achieve any
conviviality.” [4]
This may be true for a wide range of applications. On the other hand, there are
applications and Web sites that follow these critics and explains the user the reasons for
their behaviour. Finally, we consider the programmers. Every program is very complex
and usually contains errors. In practice the amount of errors rises with the number of
coding lines. Putting more options or “intelligent behaviour” to a program adds more
complexity and leads often to more errors in the program. If these errors occur during
the usage of the application, the user may become unsatisfied.
As a conclusion, we can say that today’s computer systems are technically still on
the complex side of “Fisher’s spectrum of conviviality”. They are powerful but they are
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still too complex and require some level of education to use their power. Fischer himself
gives a hint to the right direction when he says:
“The development of convivial tools will break down an old distinction: there
will be no sharp border line between programming and using programs – a
distinction which has been a major obstacle for the usefulness of computers.”
[4]
2.1.4 Caire
Another approach of defining conviviality is made by Caire [13]. It is motivated by
sociological topics and placed in context of user agents and digital cities.
Her approach is partly based on “Convivial Masks” and “Convivial Norms”. While
“Convivial Masks” allows an individual to adopt different personalities, depending on the
particular environment, “Convivial Norms” becomes important to coordinate or organise
the interactions between individuals to create conviviality.
One of the works main ideas is to describe relations between individuals with a
mathematical model (i.e. graph) to compute so-called “levels of conviviality”. Therefore
the interaction between members of a group is examined and modelled as a directed
graph. Any directed connection between two individuals implies that an individual gives
information to another one, who takes and uses it. The algorithm analyses the graph and
computes the level of conviviality. For example, a cycle in a graph is interpreted as more
convivial (everybody gives and takes), while “death-ends” or “stars” are interpreted as
less convivial, because it implies that there are “takers” that receives information, but
do not want to give or share their own. This is only a simple explanation of Caire’s
approach. For further information we refer to [13].
2.2 Introducing Artificial Conviviality
In the previous part of this chapter, we have presented several definitions and concepts
of conviviality. We have seen that there is a colloquial meaning of conviviality and that
domain specific definitions also exist. However, during our research we could not find
an adequate definition of conviviality that describes conviviality in respect to the World
Wide Web (WWW), its Web sites and Web applications. In our opinion this is a lack,
because today the Internet is used by millions of people that are concerned by it. It is
without question that the Internet and its related technologies have been enhanced since
its start in the 1990s. But we think there is still something missing that takes advantage
of its possibilities. Frankly speaking, the majority of Web sites or Web applications are
still some kind of “normal applications”. In the core, most of the Web sites are still
acting the way like newspapers: There is someone (an individual, a group of individuals,
or an institution) who provides content in a given style that other individuals have to
consume in the given form. There is no possibility provided to include the user in a
convivial experience. On the other side there are also first signs of convivial concepts
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(in the original sense) on some Web sites. For example, many blogs or newspaper
Web sites allow their visitors to comment or discuss their articles. This is one way to
allow visitors to become an active part of the Web site’s community and benefit from a
convivial experience. Other Web sites’ concepts are based on social and communication
aspects only. They allow to communicating and connecting to friends directly. Services
like Facebook[14], Twitter[15], Skype [16] and many others, allow people to share time
together and feel convivial in the original sense. Of course, these Web sites have been
designed to support that purpose (and often that purpose only). But both approaches
are adopted only for a fraction of all Web sites.
Web applications, on the other hand, are in principle often a 1:1 copy of an existing
software application. They exist to perform jobs and they are relative inflexible. Some
of them allow to share documents or tasks to provide a collective work environment.
This can also be regarded as an approach to support a convivial experience.
Taking this situation into account, the main question, this work deals with, is:
Does it make sense to define conviviality in conjunction of the World Wide
Web? And if so, what would be a reasonable definition of conviviality?
We try to answer these questions in the following.
Why should we come up with the concept on conviviality in relation to Web sites? In
our opinion the sociological definition in this case seems to narrow, because it covers only
a minor part of Web sites, namely social communities or other sites where people can
interact with each other and exclude other ones. The other definition, where conviviality
is reduced to the computer application’s point of view, the human-computer interaction
or evaluation and optimisation of the user interface, is also too narrow. In our sense,
these approaches are a promising start for a better user experience, but usually they are
regarded separately and there is a lack of a broader concept what conviviality could be
in combination with Web applications.
In our opinion the World Wide Web could be a place where the user is able to enjoy
a convivial experience.
Therefore we define Artificial Conviviality as follows:
To enable a Web site to support a convivial experience for a user, the follow-
ing two things must be fulfilled:
1. The user should be aware that he is part of a (social) group and be able
to interact with it.
2. The system should be user-centric designed.
This definition is consciously lean towards the original definition of conviviality that
involves a group, and (in a wider range) Illich’s concept of “Convival Tools”. We belief
that for a real convivial experience the user should be aware to be part of a community.
And in reality every Web site has a community, the community of their visitors. In our
opinion a Web site should offer possibilities to connect these individuals, let them know
that they are part of this community and enable them to become an active member in
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this community, if they want to. Offering the user the opportunity to become part of
the community may also influence his mental attitude towards the Web site. It is really
important in this context to make it clear, that a convivial approach should never force
an individual to become an active member that involves additional responsibilities.
The second part of the definition points out the importance to design a system
with the primary focus on the user and the systems functionality. This kind of system
should allow the individual to use a Web site or Web system in a comfortable way.
In reality it could be very difficult to satisfy this requirement, because there are a lot
of parameters that influence users’ experiences and attitudes during a Web site visit.
There are attributes such as interface or graphic design, the kind of Human-Computer
Interaction, the architecture of the Web site, the response time and many more. Figure
2.2 gives a broad overview over disciplines that may involve for a good user experience.
Figure 2.2: The User Experience Disciplines Radial [17]
Finally let us notice that the definition does not apply to use the User-Centred
Design concept of the Usability Professionals’ Association [18]. Nevertheless it might be
a part of the process that results in a user-centred design that meets our requirements
for Artificial Conviviality.
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Chapter 3
The Wisdom of Crowds
Beside artificial conviviality, there is another concept that has high relevance for the
given work: that is the concept of “The Wisdom of Crowds”. In the following, we
present the concept that was firstly introduced by Surowiecki [6]. We begin this chapter
by introducing the idea behind “The Wisdom of Crowds”.
In short, if an individual cannot solve a problem, a typical approach would be to
consult one or more experts and follow their advice. The concept of “The Wisdom of
Crowds” takes a different approach. Its main idea is to ask many different people (i.e.
“crowds”) about their knowledge related to this problem and combine their answers to
get an appropriate solution. Surowiecki describes the idea as follows:
“If you put together a big enough and diverse enough group of people and ask
them to ’make decisions affecting matters of general interest’, that group’s de-
cisions will, over time, be ’intellectually [superior] to the isolated individual,’
no matter how smart or well informed he is.” [6]
We discuss the details of the approach later in the chapter. To get an idea, how “The
Wisdom of Crowds” approach works, we present two examples.
We begin with the “Jelly-Beans in the jar” experiment. Treynor [19] did this ex-
periment in his class, where he presented his students a jar filled with 810 beans. The
students’ mean estimate was 841 beans. Only two of the 46 group members were closer
to the right result. When he repeated the experiment with 850 beans, the result was
quite similar. The mean result was 871 beans and only one person out of 56 was closer
to the right value.
Another example of group intelligence is given by the Iowa Electronic Markets (IEM)
project [20]. It is an online future market, which allows people to buy and sell futures
on the outcome of elections, i.e. they bet on the outcome of elections. Over the years,
it figured out, that this project predicts the outcome of elections with a high accuracy,
even of the (relative) small number of participants [21].
There are many other examples (e.g. Google’s Page-Rank Algorithm [22], etc.) that
proof the concept of “The Wisdom of Crowds”.
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For a working instance of this concept, the following requirements must be satisfied:
Diversity of Opinion, Independence, Decentralisation and Aggregation. We especially
stress the points of gather knowledge and aggregate it to resolve a given problem. Note
that these are very important points, because they connect the concept of Artificial Con-
viviality with “The Wisdom of Crowds” and motivate the later approach. The chapter
includes also a short overview and comparison of closely related strategies like collaborat-
ive filtering, collective intelligence and motivates the decision for Surowiecki’s approach.
A discussion about “The Wisdom of Crowds” strengths, weaknesses and application
areas finishes this chapter.
3.1 Surowiecki’s Concept of “The Wisdom of Crowds”
“The Wisdom of Crowds” approach helps to find good solutions for some kind of prob-
lems. It is based on the idea to collect as much independent opinions as possible,
aggregate and evaluate them, and finally come up with an appropriate solution. While
these obtained results can be quite good, there is no guarantee for a successful outcome.
This process of knowledge aggregation is nothing new at all by itself. Everyday, people
ask others about their opinion to support them on a decision making process. However,
today, because of e.g. the Internet, it is much easier to reach a number of people in a
fast way. Of course, the approach is not suitable for every kind of problem. Surowiecki
limits the concept on three different kinds of problems, which are cognition problems,
coordination problems and cooperation problems. Nevertheless, experts are still needed
(Nobody would like the idea of a doctor, doing a survey on the Internet during an op-
eration, to decide what he should do next,...). However, for some kind of problems,
Surowiecki’s approach is more than appropriate.
Surowiecki specifies four requirements that must be satisfied to fulfil “The Wisdom
of Crowds” approach. We present these requirements in the following.
3.1.1 Diversity of Opinion
The first requirement for a proper work of “The Wisdom of Crowds” is that there must
exist a sufficient Diversity of Opinion inside the crowd. The reason is to get as much
different perspectives as possible into account, to solve the given problem.
Under ideal circumstances, each person should have (and share) some private informa-
tion, even if they are unusual or eccentric interpretation of the known facts that could
help to solve the problem.
The demand for an adequate diversity may lead to different kinds of problems in
practice:
• Unwanted group dynamic processes may arise, that distorts the result.
For example, members will not come up with their own opinion, because they fear
personal consequences, etc.
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• Pattern of group composition.
A group of experts may fail to solve a problem, because they share the same points
of views. Most of the time, they might not be aware of this fact and therefore they
are unable to change their positions. With a more open group there is a better
chance to find appropriate solutions, because there will be more opinions, that
means more points of view and therefore more options. This could make it also
more difficult in situations where small groups are involved. In this case, it could
be more difficult to get a “real” diversity of opinion inside the group.
On the other side, it is also important to take care, not to bury a potential solution
in unimportant noises.
As an example how the rule of Diversity of Opinion works in practice, Surowiecki cites
bee’s foraging. During this process bees swarm out in different directions, hoping that
at least one bee will find food (and share this private information) for the benefit of the
swarm.
As a first conclusion, we maintain that Diversity of Opinions helps in the process
to find a good solution, because it actually adds perspectives that would otherwise be
absent. It also takes away, or at least weakens, some of the destructive characteristics of
group decision-making. Fostering diversity is actually more important in small groups
and in small organizations than in the kinds of larger collectives.
3.1.2 Independency
The Independency of the crowd members gives another requirement. At a first glance,
it looks quite like the previous requirement, just in other words, but it is different.
Following this rule makes it easier to ensure the crowd’s Diversity of Opinion. The
motivation is to avoid mistakes people make when their behaviour becomes correlated.
One side effect is that there is a better chance that independent individuals come up
with new information instead of the same facts, everybody knows already. In fact, an
individual’s opinion should not be determined by the opinions of those around him. This
independency is important to intelligent decision making for two reasons:
First, it keeps away the mistakes that people make from becoming correlated. Second,
independent individuals are more likely to have new information.
This is a simplified assumption. In practice, individuals are embedded into social
systems and, as we will see later, they are influence by other individuals.
Another non-neglected aspect that influences individuals is known as information cas-
cading or herding. This problem may occur, when people’s decisions are made in a
sequence, instead of simultaneously. Therefore, it could happen, that some people start
sharing their knowledge and the rest just follows. In this case, people might try to imit-
ate others or they do not act on their own, but on what they think other people know.
As Surowiecki says:
“Collective decisions are most likely to be good ones when they are made
by people with diverse opinions reaching independent conclusions, relying
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primarily on their private information. In cascades, none of these things
are true. Effectively speaking, a few influential people – either because they
happened to go first, or because they have particular skills and fill particular
holes in people’s social networks – determine the course of the cascade. In
a cascade people’s decisions are not made independently, but are profoundly
influenced – in some cases, even determined – by those around them.” [6]
Therefore, one approach to support Independency is to force people to make decisions
simultaneously. We show an example that illustrates this, later in the chapter.
3.1.3 Decentralisation
The motivation for claim of Decentralisation is to allow people to specialise and draw on
local knowledge. It should set a crowd of self-interested, independent people to work in
a decentralised way on the same problem, instead of trying to direct their efforts from
the top down. Their collective solution is likely to be better than any other solution a
single individual could come up. This is a kind of bottom-up approach, where the result
is build upon a set of partial solutions.
A good example might be the comparison between the development strategies from
Linux and Microsoft Windows. While Microsoft is build on a command structure, and
therefore it takes time to modify and improve Windows, Linux is build as a network of
users, where every user is doing what he can do at best.
A drawback of the principle of decentralisation is that there is no guarantee that a
satisfactory solution will be found, even if the required “special” knowledge exists inside
the crowd.
3.1.4 Aggregation
The last condition to complete Surowiecki’s requirements concerns the existence of an
Aggregation Instance. He arrogates that there exists some mechanism for turning the
private judgements into a collective decision. There is neither a specific mechanism
mentioned, nor an explicit rule given, how to solve a given problem. In practice, the
complexity of this mechanism might vary from simple to very complex approaches. In
other words, they can vary from taking a simple average, over a weighted average or
revert to a few (specialised) members only.
For example, to determine the number of jellybeans in a jar, it is sufficient to com-
pute the average of the given opinions, i.e. estimations. A more complex example would
be Google’s page rank algorithm [22] that examine the relation between Web sites and
turn them into a result set.
The general idea is that an instance collects and evaluates the input from the crowd
members. Afterwards it decides which approach will be taken to solve the problem
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3.2 Solvable kind of Problems
The concept of “The Wisdom of Crowds” is quite applicable for much kind of problems.
As mentioned before, Surowiecki identifies three different kinds of problems, where the
concept of “The Wisdom of Crowds” is suitable [6]:
• cognition problems,
which have a definite solution.
• coordination problems,
which requires members of a group to figure out how to coordinate their behaviour
with each other, knowing/assuming that everyone else is trying to do the same.
• cooperation problems,
which have the aim to get self-interested, distrustful people to work together, even
when narrow self-interest would seem to dictate that no individual should take
part
It should be obvious, as we touched upon, that there are also other kinds of problems,
where the approach would not fit. In practice, this involves problems with a deep
knowledge of the domain, the problem belongs to, like medicine, mathematics, etc.
On the other hand, there are problems that looks like to be solvable by a “Wisdom
of Crowds” approach, but they are not. Tammet [23] gives an example, by mention
Wikipedia and the discussion that it uses a “Wisdom of Crowds” approach to create
accurate entries. He does not agree with this opinion and executes the following reasons:
First, he cited an analysis of the University of Minnesota in 2007 that says that 10% of
the editors are responsible for 86% and even 0.1% for 44% of the whole edits. In other
words, these “super editors” control a huge part of Wikipedia. As a second argument,
he argues that the process of creating and editing an entry is too complicated as to be
handled by this approach.
3.3 Related Approaches
The concept of “The Wisdom of Crowds” should not be considered as an isolated ap-
proach. On the contrary, other approaches are related to it. In the following, we present
two other concepts that, in our opinion, are in a strong relation to “The Wisdom of
Crowds” concept.
Collective Intelligence
While there exists no common or formal understanding of what Collective Intelligence
is, we want to present two definitions. Malone [24] and the “Centre of Collective Intel-
ligence” at the MIT [25] define that collective intelligence is given, when:
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• Group(s) of individuals doing things collectively that seem intelligent
• Groups addressing new or trying situations
• Groups applying knowledge to adapt to a changing environment [25]
We also cite Allag [26], who defines Collective Intelligence as follows:
“When a group of individuals collaborate or compete with each other, intel-
ligence or behaviour that otherwise did not exist suddenly emerges; this is
commonly known as collective intelligence. The actions or influence of a few
individuals slowly spread across the community until the actions become the
norm for the community.” [26]
Given these definitions and the application area where “The Wisdom of Crowds”
techniques are being used, the “Wisdom of Crowds” method can be seen as a member
of the Collective Intelligence family, in our opinion.
Collaborative Filtering
Since there is also no general definition of “Collaborative Filtering", we present the
following one from O’Reilly [27]
“Collaborative Filtering is one of many examples of internet-enabled collect-
ive intelligence”. [27]
As we see, Collaborative Filtering techniques are also belonging to Collective Intelli-
gence. It usually focuses on how to “filter” promising result from a set of data, using
“Collective Intelligence” as a technique to achieve this goal. A common approach is
based on statistical techniques, which uses concepts of similarities to produce recom-
mendations. As an example, we want to refer to Google’s PageRank algorithm [22],
where the recommendations are based on the links between Web sites. In our opinion,
this qualifies it as a promising candidate for an Aggregation process in conjunction with
“The Wisdom of Crowds” approach.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the principle of “The Wisdom of Crowds”, a useful approach
to find solutions for different kind of problems. We also presented the four principles
that must be required to apply the “Wisdom of Crowds” method.
“The Wisdom of Crowds” strong sides are in finding solutions for cognition, coordina-
tion, and cooperation problems.
In the next chapter, we examine the concept of profiles and how they support to
collect knowledge from people’s behaviour. In Chapter 5, we deal with the aggrega-
tion process and discuss several approaches to perform it in conjunction with a profile
approach.
Chapter 4
Introducing Non-Obvious Profiles
The topic of this chapter is profiles and how they may be helpful in the process of
knowledge collection. We examine the meaning of profiles and show examples where
and how they are used. We then introduce an algorithm to create the so-called Non-
Obvious Profile (NOP). This algorithm uses a hybrid approach of explicit and implicit
feedback to describe a Web site visitor’s interests, by using a profile.
4.1 Profiles
Before we present the Non-Obvious Profile algorithm, we take a closer look at profiles
in general. A common definition of a profile can be found in Merriam-Webster [28]:
Main Entry: pro·file
Pronunciation: \pro¯,f¯i(-@)l\
Etymology: Italian profilo, from profilare to draw in outline, from pro- for-
ward (from Latin) + filare to spin, from Late Latin
Date: 1645
1 : a representation of something in outline; especially : a human head or
face represented or seen in a side view
2 : an outline seen or represented in sharp relief : contour
3 : a set of data often in graphic form portraying the significant features of
something <a corporation’s earnings profile>; especially : a graph represent-
ing the extent to which an individual exhibits traits or abilities as determined
by tests or ratings
... [28]
In this work, we mainly focus on the third definition. While we consider the first and
second entry in this context in a figurative sense. We might also interpret a profile as a
kind of characteristic that describes a subject’s most important properties. Rather than
describe every single attribute and its value in detail, a profile only describes distinctive
and noticeable attributes and passes on the less important ones.
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4.1.1 What kinds of profiles exist?
As seen, profiles are not limited to specific domains. In practice, there exists a wide
range of profiles and their applications. For example, if somebody wants to do a bicycle
tour in the mountains, an elevation profile of the route can be very helpful (in this case
it characterises the altitudes). Figure 4.1 shows an example of a stage from the Tour de
France 2010. Profiles also exist for example on the job market, where the participants
deal with company’s profiles and job profiles of the offered jobs. There exist many more
kinds of profiles and the examples can be continued endless.
Figure 4.1: Example of a profile [29]
We get a little bit more specific and turn our focus on Web sites. In this context,
there also exist different kinds of profiles, depending on the purpose. On the technical
point of view, load-profiles of servers are widely used. These profiles are based on Web
server log files and can be used to predict when a Web site gets high access rates. If
an administrator knows, when he could expect a high access rate on the Web site, he
then can optimise the server to reduce the general response time. Another thing is a
Web page access profile, which allows someone to determine the probability of a user’s
next requested page, etc. The tools and techniques for doing this kind of analysis are
commonly known as Web metrics. In its beginning, these techniques were heavily based
on log files from Web servers. However, by the time they became increasingly smarter,
by using additional techniques like cookies, hidden images or JavaScript. One reason of
this was that people find out that profiles could help them to optimise their business.
Another reason could just be to make it more comfortable for the user if the Web site
provider knows something about the user’s preferences.
So, how do they work and how can we build a user’s profile? It is very simple.
Usually every action that involves the Web server can be protocoled. As a result, the
Web site operator knows (more or less accurately) which pages a user has visited or
what he has done. This kind of profile is called an explicit profile. If other variables are
coming into account, like assuming the “reading time”, we speak of an implicit profile,
because we make assumptions that may not be true.
From the technical point of view, there exists no general rule. Normally, an explicit
feedback is more accurate then an implicit one. The reason is that the user normally
decides consciously and knows what he is doing. The explicit profiles are built on
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assumptions, models and guesses, how the world should be and what are the reasons
that caused the users’ actions. One solution could be to ask the user explicitly why he
did an action and consider this when building the profile. The disadvantage could be
that we ask the user too many times so that he will leave the site.
4.2 Non-Obvious Profiles
The Non-Obvious Profile Algorithm (NOP-Algorithm) was first introduced by Mushtaq
et al. [30] and later extended by Hoebel et al. in [31] and [32]. It creates Non-Obvious
Profiles (NOPs), which is one approach to model a Web site visitor’s interests. Knowing
visitors’ interests can be used in many ways, such as for personalisation of a Web site or
in recommendation systems to point the user to (unknown) content, that he is probably
looking for. In the best case, the user appreciates the support given by the system.
Before we explain the algorithm in detail, we give a short overview. To build a
user’s NOP the algorithm uses two different techniques, which are implicit and explicit
feedback. Roughly spoken, the system perceives the content of the visited pages and
the user’s behaviour during his stay to affiliate an implicit feedback profile. It then
merges this information with an explicit feedback profile, which was given by the user
before. The motivation is, to get an accurate interest profile while disturb the user
as less as possible in his work (which would be the case, if we ask the user too often
about his current interests). The name Non-Obvious Profile is derived from the fact that
the algorithm takes the content and kind of actions into account to build a profile, in
contrast to algorithms that are based on click-stream processing only. Figure 4.2 shows
the principle function of the algorithm.
One of the advantages of this approach is that the algorithm can build meaningful
profiles immediately after the system’s initialisation and therefore avoid the so-called
“cold start” problem. It trades off results in a more complex initialisation process. We
will discuss these topics later in section 5.1.6
4.3 The Non-Obvious Profile Algorithm
After this short overview, we now present the algorithm in detail. In the following, we
partition the algorithm in several pieces to make it easier to understand.
1. Preparation and initialisation of the system.
2. Compute a user’s implicit interest profile and, if existing, update the old one.
3. Compute a Non-Obvious Profile for a visitor.
4. Merge an explicit profile with the NOP. Use the result for future computations.
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Figure 4.2: Principle of the NOP-Algorithm.
The visitor stores his explicit profile in the system Ê. He visits some pages Ë. After
he finished the session, the system starts to build the NOP, by taking into account the
content of the visited pages and performed actions Ì.
4.3.1 Preparation and initialisation of the system
To apply the algorithm, the first thing to do is to prepare and initialise the system.
Here the Web site owner decides on which set of topics an interest profile should be
based. These topics usually depend on the Web site’s contents. Next, the topics are
assigned to the related content together with a weight that describes the topic relevance
in conjunction with the content. Finally the system must be ’taught’, how to handle
this information to build Non-Obvious Profiles.
The preparation has to be done only once at the beginning and then every time the
content or actions are modified.
Let be more specific and describe the necessary steps for an initialisation in more
detail: 1
Define a set of Topics {Tp1, Tp2, ..., Tpn}
These topics should cover the Web site’s content and describe the future interest profiles.
They have two functions: The topics describe the content and compose the attributes for
the Non-Obvious Profile. As a by-product the Web site administrator gets a classification
of the Web site. This is a very important decision because later computations (and hence
interpretations) are based on these assignments. To do this task someone needs a basic
understanding of the Web site’s domain logic, which means there should exist a basic
understanding of the contents and how it is represented to the user. Note that there is
no specific instruction on how to do this classification.
In practice, this could be a very difficult process and should not be underestimated.
The definition can be done manually or by taking advantage of automatic approaches,
1 The initialisation process differs from these, given by Hoebel et al. in [31] and [32], but the results are
equivalent.
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such as document classification techniques like tf-idf [33], Naive Bayes [34], Latent Se-
mantic Indexing (LSI) [35] or Latent Dirichlet Allocation [36], [37].
Example
Let us imagine that we want to use the NOP approach on our fictive Web site. Since we
know the content of the site, we decide to define three topics that describe the meaning
of the Web site’s content. For reasons of visualisation, we also assign colours to the
topics. In the example, they are red for Topic1, green for Topic2 and blue for Topic3
We are going to continue the example in conjunction with each of the following steps.
Figure 4.3: Definition of three Topics: Tp1 = red, Tp2 = green Tp3 = blue
Divide each Web site’s page into zones
Divide each page Pj , with (0 ≤ j ≤ n), of a Web site into zones, Zk, where the number of
zones ≥ 1. Afterwards assign to each zone Zk one or more Tpi that are related to Zk’s
content. To precise this relation, assign a weight vj(Tpi), where 0 ≤ vj(Tpi) ≤ 1. The
weight vj(Tpi) describes how well the topic Tpi covers Zk’s content, where the value 0
has the meaning of no relation and 1 of a perfect coverage or description.
This is probably one of the most difficult parts of the algorithm. The accuracy of the
Non-Obvious Profiles depends very strongly on this step. Like in the previous step, there
exists no “right” method to define zones and assign topics and weights to them. The
task can be done manually or with support of document classification methods, already
mentioned in the previous step.
In practice, there are two different techniques to build a Web site and its pages. If a
page’s content is fixed and if it is stored in html code on the Web server, the Web site
is called a static Web site. We speak of dynamic Web sites, when pages are generated
every time a request is made. The advantage of this approach is, that the Web site could
be implemented with a modular approach, where the developer can create “templates”
that could be used for many pages. An appropriate structure for the Web pages can be
used to support the zone identifying process.
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Example (continued)
After we defined the relevant topics for our Web site, we are now dealing with its single
pages. Figure 4.4 shows three typical Web pages as an example. Page 1 (on the left),
contains only one zone, this means its content is only one block. A typical example for
this kind of partitioning could be a page that contains a single article.
Page 2 (in the middle), contains two zones. They are arranged like a newspaper layout.
Page n finally represents a page with three zones.
These are only some examples; other layouts or partitions are possible too.
Figure 4.4: Example of Pages and their partition into Zones
Determine for each page its Topic/Weight values
Determine for each page Pj the page’s Topic/Weight values v(Tpi, Pj). The idea behind
this step is, to determine a v(Tpi, Pj), that describes a page’s content in respect to Tpi.
Therefore, the algorithm follows a “bottom-up” approach, where it first determines the
Topic/Weights for the zones and then for the page. The reason is that the algorithm
later deals with these overall values, because it cannot detect in which zone the visitor
is particularly interested.
In case a page contains only one zone, its Topic/Weights values are usually the same as
the zone’s ones. If there is more than one zone, we have to define these values explicitly.
To automate the process, Hoebel et al. [31] and [32] proposes three different rules,
each based on a different assumption:
• MIN −Rule:
for each topic i, scan all zones on a page Pj and take the minimum topic weight.
xi = min(v(Tpi, Zq))∀Zq ∈ Pj (4.1)
• MAX −Rule:
for each topic i, scan all zones on a page Pj and take the maximum topic weight.
xi = max(v(Tpi, Zq))∀Zq ∈ Pj (4.2)
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• AV G−Rule:
for each topic i, scan all zones on a page Pj and take the average topic weight.
xi = avg(v(Tpi, Zq))∀Zq ∈ Pj (4.3)
Other approaches are possible and depend on the given circumstances.
Example (continued)
We continue the example and examine the impact of the three rules on a page’s Top-
ic/Weight value. The example is valid for static and dynamic Web sites. While, for a
static Web site, the examples are fixed for each page, on a dynamic Web site, it shows
the general principle of the strategy, because the zones act as placeholders only and the
result depends on the content.
Figure 4.5 shows three examples. Page 1 includes one Zone. In this case, all three
strategies produce the same result. Page 2 contains two Zones. In this case, the Page’s
Topic/Weight values depend on the chosen strategy. Here, the values for Zone2 =
(0.8, 0.0, 0.6) and Zone3 = (0.4, 0.8, 0.2). In this case, applying the MIN-Rule would
result in Page2 = (0.4, 0.0, 0.2). The MAX-Rule would result in Page2 = (0.8, 0.8, 0.6)
and the AVG-Rule in Page2 = (0.6, 0.4, 0.4). Page 3 follows the same approach.
Figure 4.5: Example of Zones and the influence of the Page/Weight Strategy
The Zones contain the Topic/Weights regarding the Zones’ content. Below each Page
there are the resulting Topic/Weight values for the Page, taking the MIN-, MAX- or
AVG-rule into account.
Identify relevant actions on the Web site.
In this context, relevant actions are all actions that imply an interest (or counter in-
terest) in one or more of the previous defined topics. This has to be seen under action’s
affect in the real world and must be distinguished from the technical point of view.
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While, technically spoken, an action is nothing more than sending a request to the Web
server, its meaning in the real world could be quite different. For example, pressing the
“buy”-button on a Web site is technically nothing more than a request, while it implies
in the real world that an individual changes money for a product. Most of these actions
directly imply an interest in one or more topics. For example, buying something could
be interpreted as an interest in the product.
After having identified the relevant actions, we assign topic and weights to them in
the sense that they describe the interest of the visitor. Most of the time it will be a
good approach to stay related to the Topic assignments of the zone, the action could
occur. For example, we assume the user wants to print the zone’s content. Usually this
indicates a (strong) interest in the specific content and therefore in the content’s topics.
The reason for this step is to raise the NOP’s accuracy. While, in the previous steps,
we prepared the system to capture the user’s interests by the requested pages, we now
prepare the system to characterise the user’s interests by considering his actions.
4.3.2 Determine Implicit Interest Profiles
After the preparation, the system is now able to create Non-Obvious Profiles. To do
so, it records every page request and action a visitor performs during the stay on the
Web site. After the user has left the site, the system starts to create the interest profile
related to this session. Therefore, it uses the following algorithm:
1. Determine the duration the user has been stayed.
This is done by sum up the duration the visitor stayed on each visited page Pk
(Equation 4.4).
session_duration =
∑
k
duration(Pk) (4.4)
In practice this might be not a trivial task and can be very tricky, because it exists
no exact method to determine the accurate time a user has stayed on a page.
Stayed in this context means being active on a page (e.g. reading or interact with
the page). This is difficult, because the system can only determine the time, a
user requests a resource from the Web server. A common approach is to suppose
a user stayed the whole time on a page between two page requests. Nevertheless,
in practice, there is no possibility (by now) to proof this assumption. For example
it might be possible, that the user switches to another application/browser tab or
leaves the computer. A common practice is it therefore to define an upper time
limit that will take place in case a user stayed longer on a page, to prevent the
system to use wrong assumptions. For a deeper discussion of this problems and
how they can be handled, we refer to Sterne [38], Eisenberg et al. [39] or Peterson
[40].
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2. Calculate for each topic Tpi its interest value DurP (i), based on the duration a
user stayed on a page during the session.
The system calculates the part of the NOP, which is based on the duration, a user
stayed on a page Pj . For every Web page Pj that contains content related to Tpi
and that has been visited in the observed session, it takes the associated value
v(Tpi, Pj). These v(Tpi, Pj) are multiplied by the duration, stayed on the page,
and added to DurP (i). Finally DurP (i) is divided by the sessions total duration
to compute the topic ratio for the session. The whole step is summarized in 4.5.
DurP (i) =
∑
j
duration(Pj) ∗ v(Tpi, Pj)
session_duration (4.5)
The underlying motivation in this step is, as already touched, to build an Interest
Profile; regarding the duration a user “reads” a page.
3. Determine the actions the user performed in calculating a cumulative value.
Analogue to the first two steps, we first calculate the session’s cumulative action
weight for a further usage 4.6.
sum_actionweights =
∑
s
aws (4.6)
4. Calculate for each topic Tpi its interest value ActP (i), based on the actions a user
has performed during the session. The system calculates the part of the NOP,
which is based on the actions a user has performed during the session. For every
Web page Pj that has been visited and where an action has been performed that is
related to Tpi, the algorithm takes the associated value awt and multiplies it with
v(Tpi, Pj). The results are added to ActP (i). Finally ActP (i) is divided by the
sessions sum_actionweights, computed in the last step, to compute the topic’s
action ratio for the session. The whole step is summarized in 4.7.
ActP (i) =
∑
q
(
∑
t
awt ∗ v(Tpi, Zq))
sum_actionweights (4.7)
5. Calculate a topic’s session value by combining the Interest Profiles based on the
Interests and the Actions. To determine the sessions’ interest value xi in Topic
Tpi, the algorithm combines the previous calculated ActP (i) and DurP (i). This
is done by performing a “weighted” addition (4.8) where (a+ b) = 1. This allows
the algorithm to weight a factor stronger than the other one. If a = b = 0.5 it
means that both parameters have the same influence on the result.
xi = a ∗ActP (i) + b ∗DurP (i),where a + b = 0 (4.8)
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6. If there exists already a value from a previous session, update this value with the
calculated one. In the final step, we may update a previous build NOP. We do
this by taking the old NOP value wi and multiply it with the number of previous
sessions scount. We also take the computed xi, multiply it by a factor f , that
determines how strong the new NOP will be influenced by the session’s NOP, and
add it to the previous result. We divide the result by the sum of scount+ f (4.9).
wi =
scount · wi + f · xi
scount+ f (4.9)
Listing (1) shows another way to illustrate the algorithms functionality.
4.3.3 Explicit feedback
As mentioned above, an explicit feedback implies the system to use data that have been
entered by the user explicitly. The user tells the system about his current level of interest
in the given topics. The user then enters a value that describes his level in a good sense.
We assume the user interprets a topic in the same sense as the system and gives an
honest answer. After this step, the system knows the user’s true level of interest in each
topic.
At this point, the system has to deal with the user’s implicit and explicit interest
profile. This is an important moment in the algorithm, because most of the time both
profiles will not match against each other. In other words, there will be a difference
between “what the system knows” about the user and his self-evaluation. One solution
is to continue with the average of both profiles.
Useful indicators
Before we continue, let us examine the algorithm’s state at time ti (Figure 4.6).
The system contains the values of the current and last implicit interest profile (i.e.
NOP) and explicit interest profile. It uses this information to compute the following
indicators:
1. The NOP-difference (ND),
which is the difference between two NOPs. To determine ND from two NOPs, we
subtract the older NOP (at time ti−1) from the newer one (at time ti). (4.10)
NOP (Tpj , ti) = NOP (Tpj , ti)−NOP (Tpj , ti−1) (4.10)
ND represents the change of interest between two sessions. A positive result in-
dicates an increased interest in Tpi, while a negative value indicates a lower interest.
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/* Determine the duration for the whole session */
session_duration =
∑
k
duration(Pk);
/* Determine the sum of all action weights */
sum_actionweights =
∑
s
aws;
foreach Topic i do
/* Determine the Duration Profile, where */
/* duration(Pj) := time stayed on Page j (in seconds) */
/* v(Tpi, Pj) := value for Topic i on Page j */
DurP (i) =
∑
j
duration(Pj) ∗ v(Tpi, Pj)
session_duration ;
/* Determine the Action Profile, where */
/* awt := action weight for action t (in seconds) */
/* v(Tpi, Zq) := value for Topic i in Zone q */
ActP (i) =
∑
q
(
∑
t
awt ∗ v(Tpi, Zq))
sum_actionweights ;
/* Compute Interest Value in Topic i, where */
/* a := proportion of Action Profile on session Interest Value */
/* b := proportion of Duration Profile on session Interest Val */
/* and (a+ b) = 1 */
xi = a ∗ActP (i) + b ∗DurP (i);
/* Update overall interest value in Topic i, where */
/* scount := number of sessions */
/* wi := last NOP value for topic i */
/* f := function to control value */
wi = scount · wi + f · xiscount+ f ;
end
Algorithm 1: Compute a user’s interest profile for a session
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Figure 4.6: Dependencies between Indicators [30]
2. The FD-difference (FD)
That is the difference between two contiguous explicit feedbacks. To achieve the
FP-difference at time ti we also subtract for each topic Tpi the value FP (ti−1) from
FP (ti), as seen in (4.11)
FD(Tpj , ti) = FP (Tpj , ti)− FP (Tpj , ti−1) (4.11)
The indication follows the same principle as before. FD represents the change of
interest between two sessions. A positive number indicates an increased interest,
while a negative value indicates a decreased interest in Topic Tpj .
3. Difference (D)
This is the difference between a NOP and an FP at time ti (implicit and explicit
feedback). To compute the difference between a calculated NOP and a given
feedback profile it follows the usual pattern. For each Topic Tpj we subtract the
NOP value from the FP value (4.12).
D(Tpj , ti) = FP (Tpj , ti)−NOP (Tpj , ti) (4.12)
This value represents the discrepancy between the NOP and the feedback profile.
In other words, it values the difference between how the system assesses the user
and how he assesses himself.
How can the system take advantage of these indicators? As mentioned before, the
most important element is the difference between the explicit and the implicit value,
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D(ti). In an ideal case, there would be a perfect match between a NOP and a feedback
(± a small delta δ that indicates when two values could be considered as “equal”).
However, in reality two profiles match in rare cases only. There could be many reasons,
why both profiles differ: for example, the algorithm computes the NOP very wrong. In
this case, we should use the feedback profile FP, given by the user. But even if the
algorithm is correct, other sources of inaccurate profiles could be wrong assignments of
topics and their weights, different topic interpretations by the user and the Web site
owner or wrong feedback profiles FP , entered by intention.
To compute a new profile and avoid possible sources of errors, Mushtaq et al. [30]
suggests the following approach (Algorithm 2) :
if |FD(Tpj , ti)| > y where 0 < y < 1 then
DP (Tpj , ti) := FP (Tpj , ti) Ê
else
if |D(Tpj , ti)| < x ∧ 0 < x < 1 then
DP (Tpj , ti) := avg(FP (Tpj , ti), NOP (Tpj , ti)) Ë
else
DP (Tpj , ti) := NOP (Tpj , ti) Ì
end
end
Algorithm 2: Compute session interest profile
This approach can be described as follows:
Ê If there is a change in the FP which is greater than a given value y, we assume that
there is a fundamental change in the user’s interests. We consider this by taking
the FP values as the new origin for future NOP calculations.
Because the FP is based on an explicit feedback, it reflects the users interests in a
very good sense. This could be of advantage by calculating further NOPs.
On the other hand, there is a risk, the user did not enter his real interests (on
purpose or because of a different understanding); then the NOP algorithm gets a
wrong direction and computes meaningless results, based on wrong assumptions.
This may also happen, e.g. if the user changed his interest in the recent past and
the NOP-algorithm is not fast enough to reflect this change.
Ë Otherwise, if there is only a small difference between FP and NP (smaller than y),
we interpret this, that the NOP reflects the user’s current interest profile very
accurately. In this case, we use the average between FP and NOP as the new
starting point for future NOP calculations.
Choosing this option is without any risk to use wrong start values for future NOPs,
but we may throw away the chance to improve future NOP values
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Ì If none of the above rules applies, we assume a stable pattern of interest (since
FD < y). However, there is also significant difference between the FD and the
calculated NOP (D > x). There can be different reasons for this: e.g. a wrong
feedback, a different understanding of the topic or a wrong topic mapping to some
content. Here we can do several things, depending on the underlying assumption.
If we assume a user has given a wrong feedback, we do not have to take care at the
FD and could continue to use our NOP values for future computations. Otherwise,
we can compute the difference D and use it for further computations.
We think that in both case the administrator should use some additional inform-
ation to explore the reason for this gap. For example, he could try to detect
suspicious pattern in the feedback. An indicator for some different understanding
could be given, if a significant number of users show the same symptoms.
Chapter 5
The Aggregation Process and
NOPs
In the last three chapters, we introduced the concept of artificial-conviviality, discussed
the principles of “The Wisdom of Crowds” and introduced the Non-Obvious Profile
Algorithm. When we remember “The Wisdom of Crowds” principles, we find that we
can use the NOP-Algorithm to collect knowledge and represent it in form of profiles. In
the following, we are going to present the missing part, the aggregation process.
As we have seen in chapter 3, “The Wisdom of Crowds” approach allows us to solve
some kinds of problems, which are cognition, coordination and cooperation problems. As
already mentioned in the definition of artificial-conviviality, we primary want to support
users during their web experience to influence their conviviality. For this we consider a
visitor’s request for support as a problem that can perhaps be solved by the community.
In other words, we try to take advantage of the wisdom of crowds so, that the system
is able to offer the user a solution. In this work we assume without loss of generality,
that the conditions of “Diversity of opinion”, “Independency” and “Decentralisation”
are satisfied. (In reality, there is no real guarantee that these assumptions are satisfied.
Especially on web sites with a small user community one or more of the conditions may
be not satisfied.)
In general, we can assume that visitors of a common web site do not know each other
personally, which means there is usually no dependency between the users. (Neverthe-
less, there might be situations, where people know each other, e.g. private web sites,
communities, etc. but in general this is an exception.) We can also assume that there is
a diversity of opinion between the users and that the individuals are decentralised.
On the other side there might be no real diversity of opinion, because the users share
their interest in the website. Then there are “outside sources” that may influence a
“monotony of opinions”, like the mass media or social interactions for example.
Since it is impossible to ask individuals about their opinions, every time a problem
occurs, we have to find another way to perform this task. One approach would be to
store the knowledge of each person at a central place that we can use to perform the
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aggregation process. This is where the NOP becomes a matter of interest. We use the
NOPs in this work to store the individuals’ knowledge and use it for the aggregation
process. The aggregation process will be the main subject of the following section.
5.1 Knowledge Aggregation
The aim of the aggregation process is to generate a solution that is based on the collected
and available data (knowledge). We are now at a point, where we use the collected data
(i.e. NOPs) to offer solutions based on the crowds’ wisdom. Since the topics of this work
are artificial-conviviality and Web sites, our intention is to use the visitors’ profiles to
support a recommendation system.
To give a short example, we examine a situation, where a visitor wants a recommendation
from the system that covers his interests. In our model the recommendation system is
feed by the interest profiles of other users and their behaviour during their visits. There,
the knowledge is reflected in the interests, which are also related to the actions, the users
performed during their web site visits. The underlying assumption is that people with
similar interests, like and prefer similar thinks. A technique, that supports this task, is
known as “collaborative filtering”.
There are several approaches to perform collaborative filtering in practice. One
method to distinguish collaborative filtering techniques is to divide them into approaches
that are based either on similarities or on descriptive models, which in our case are built
on the collected NOPs. In the following, we discuss some approaches that enable us to
perform an aggregation of knowledge.
5.1.1 Similarity based Approaches
The idea behind similarity-based approaches is to describe a user with a set of paramet-
ers. Additionally there is also one rule that describes how to determine and measure
similarity, or considered vice versa, dissimilarity.
If there is the need to predict a user’s future behaviour, a possible approach could
be to compare the user with similar users and create a prediction that is based on these
similar users’ behaviour in the past.
Alternatively, it is also possible to determine similarities between users’ profiles and
the documents, provided by the system. This could be the case in situations where
there are not enough data or information available. However, to apply this approach,
it is necessary that the documents be classified before they get used (which is the case
with the NOP approach).
The following represents a small excerpt of techniques to determine and measure
similarities. To use these techniques it is necessary to “put” the profiles into an n-
dimensional vector space that allows us to relate a profile to another one. In our case,
this is no problem, because we can use the NOP and regard them as vectors. In order
to simplify things we speak in the following of profiles when we mean vectors.
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Distances
One way to determine similarities is to regard the distance between two profiles. If we
are able to put a profile into a normed vector space, we are able to measure the distance
between two profiles. The distance then can be interpreted as a degree of similarity: the
closer the profiles, the more similar they are.
If we consider two profiles, where a profile consist of two attributes x and y, then
profile1 = (x1, y1) and profile2 = (x2, y2).
A typical measurement of a distance can be done by using the Euclidean Distance
(5.1):
Euclidean Distance(profile1,profile2) =
√
|x1 − x2|2 + |y1 − y2|2 (5.1)
Another distance that can be used is the Manhattan-Distance (5.2):
Manhattan Distance(profile1,profile2) = |x1 − x2|+ |y1 − y2| (5.2)
In general, these distances are known as Ln−distances and they are defined as (5.3):
Ln-distance(profile1,profile2) = (|x1 − x2|n + |y1 − y2|n)
1
n (5.3)
One characteristic of the Ln−distances is that it preserves the proportion of distance,
even if n is changing. It means that the absolute value of a distance may change, but the
ratio will be the same. If, for example, profileb is more similar to profilea, than profilec
in a specific Ln − distance, then this will be valid within all Ln − distances.
Angle based Similarities
Another way to define similarity is by calculate the angle between two profiles. We
then can measure the angle between two vectors instead of using the distance between
two points. The idea behind this approach is, to describe similarity via the proportions
between the attributes. A common approach is to compute the cosine of the angle formed
by two profile vectors (5.5). We compute it by using the dot-product (5.4).
profile1 · profile2 = x1 ∗ x2 + y1 ∗ y2 ∗ . . . z1 ∗ z2 (5.4)
Sim(profile1, profile2) = cosineθ
= profile1 · profile2|profile1||profile2|
= x1 ∗ x2 + y1 ∗ y2√
x21 + y21 ∗
√
x22 + y22
In practice, this technique is applied in Information Retrieval, where the similarity
of two documents is often measured this way (Salton et al. [41]).
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Figure 5.1: Example of Similarities
a) shows profiles of three users A, B and C and their interests in Topics x and y;
b) shows there similarities based on the distance; c) shows their similarities based on
the cosine-vector concept
Correlations between Attributes
Another possibility to define similarity is to concentrate at the correlations between the
profile’s attributes. If two profiles share the same correlations, they will be called similar,
regardless of the absolute distance between them. A method to measure this kind of
similarity is given by the Pearson Correlation Coefficient or Pearson Score (5.8).
∑
P = x+ y + . . .+ z (5.5)∑
P 2 = x2 + y2 + . . .+ z2 (5.6)∑
P1P2 = x1 ∗ x2 + y1 ∗ y2 ∗ . . . z1 ∗ z2 (5.7)
Pearson_Score(P1, P2) =
∑
P1P2 −
∑
P1
∑
P2
N√
(∑P 21 − (∑P1)2N ∑P 22 − (
∑
P2)2
N
)
where N is the number of Topics
(5.8)
Figure 5.2 illustrates how the Pearson Score works. We assume that all spots rep-
resent profiles. If samples of spots are “lying at a line” it means their attributes share
the same correlation among each other. This is the case where the values are 1.0 and
−1.0. As we can also see, the algebraic sign indicates the kind of correlation. If we allow
a less strict correlation, the line becomes “broader”.
This approach is similar to the cosine-vector concept, but not equal.
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Figure 5.2: Example of Correlations ([42])
5.1.2 Model based Approaches
In contradiction to the previous methods, the model-based approaches are based on a
different concept. The primary idea is to take all available data and create mathematical
models that describe these data and their relations as accurate as possible. For the
outside user it looks like a black-box. The main work in this approach has to be done
by create the “right” model, while the output is usually based on the cheap execution
of the model. This differs from the previous methods, where there is not that much
preparation to do, but the computations are expensive, because they are related on the
number of comparisons between user profiles. In the following, we present two typical
approaches that could be classified as model based.
5.1.3 Data Mining / Associative Rules (machine learning)
Data Mining describes the task to extract new knowledge from existing data. It is not
a unique method; in fact, it is more a concept and includes a set of different methods
from different kind of disciplines like statistics, neural networks or machine learning to
perform this task. More formally, Cabena et al.[43] define Data Mining as:
the process of extracting previously unknown, valid and actionable inform-
ation from large databases and then using the information to make crucial
business decisions. [43]
It is out of the scope of this work to introduce the reader in Data Mining, or to go deeper
and explain some techniques in detail.
5.1.4 Neural Networks
Neural Networks can also be appropriate tools in the process of aggregation. We also
do not want to give an introduction into neural networks at this place. In short, neural
networks are models to simulate the human brain. They consist of nodes (neurons),
which are connected in one way. The connections are usually weighted. If a connection
is active, it “fires” the weights value to its output. The neuron at the output adds all
its active incoming weights. It “fires” too, if its internal function is true.
There are many application areas for neural networks. They are commonly used for
function approximation, time series predictions, classification, pattern recognition and
data processing, like filtering and clustering. There are different approaches to train a
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neural network, like supervised or unsupervised learning, etc. A common approach is to
train a neural network with data of a so-called “training set” and verify the results with
an independent set of data.
5.1.5 Cluster Algorithms
As we mentioned earlier, another approach, to determine content that could be of interest
for the user is to deal with the documents directly. The aim of cluster algorithms is to
partition data into a set of clusters or segments. A cluster, roughly spoken, has the
characteristic that it contains “similar data” only. This has the advantage, in our case,
that we have to cluster the documents only once. Afterwards we can use the result and
recommend documents from clusters, where we know the user is interested in. Problems
that may occur during the process of clustering may concern the number of clusters.
If there are too few clusters, the results may be too vague. On the other hand, to
many clusters may result in a small number of recommendations. Well-known cluster
algorithms are K-means Clustering or hierarchical cluster algorithms like Agglomerative
Clustering, Divisive Clustering (all [44]) or Self-Organizing Maps [45].
Bayesian Network Model
Instead of measure similarities between users and pages, which requires pages classifica-
tions, we could also use probabilistic approaches. In this case, we can change our focus
on the question, to calculate expected values for a user to read a given page or perform
a specific action, based on the information we already know about the user. This might
be a difficult task, because we also have take pages into account that were not read by
now.
One approach to determine the probability that a user would like a specific page is
to use a Bayesian Network. In this case, the network consists of n nodes, where n is the
number of pages in the system. The states of each node are equal to the probability that
the user would be interested in the page, related to the node. An additional state exists
for the “non read” event, which are used during the training process to handle these
data. During the training process, the algorithm searches over some model structures to
detect dependencies between the pages. In the final network, each page will have a set
of parent pages, that indicates the best predictions based on the stored information.
5.1.6 Discussion
Breese et al. [46] has examined similarity based and model based approaches. In there
work, they distinguish between two types of algorithms.
The main characteristic of “Memory based Algorithms” is that they have to check
every profile, before they are able to produce a result. Our similarity-based approaches
belong to this category, because they require an examination of all profiles, to identify
similar ones.
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“Model based Approaches” on the other side, have the characteristic, that they are
based on models. These models are normally extracted from observations of available
data. Suitable tools for constructing these models may be coming from Data Mining
for example. In case the user wants to filter something, the model then produces a result.
They ran several tests to characterise both kind of approaches in practice. The
results were not always clear. It figures out, that the advantage of the “Model based
Approaches” can be found in their performance. They usually are more accurate in their
predictions and they are faster and less memory consuming. On the other side, their
learning phase could take a long time, not to mention that they need data to learn.
This in turn, is the advantage of the “Memory based Algorithms”. They do not
depend on this “cold start problem” and they are ready to go from the beginning.
The results seem to indicate, that a hybrid-approach might be a good solution. In
the “beginning” phase of a project, the “Memory based”/“Similarity based” algorithms
could be used to provide suitable results right from the start. After a while, if enough
data are available to start constructing models, the web site may switch to a “Model
based Approach” to come up with better predictions. A disadvantage of this approach
might be the switch between the methods. In practice, it would consume many resources
and might be expensive, not to mentioned the enormous demand of time.
While Breese examines only some “simple” approaches, in reality, it seems quite more
difficult to construct good, and here we mean really well, algorithms for recommenda-
tion systems. Most of the e-commerce web sites depend on recommendation systems,
and a slightest advantage might be the difference for the customer to buy an item or
not. Because of this reason, and to illustrate how difficult it is to construct a good
recommendation system, we present the story of the Netflix-Prize in the next section.
5.1.7 The Netflix Prize
After we discussed several techniques to aggregate knowledge from data, we now present
a real example for a recommendation system to demonstrate its complexity. We do this
by presenting the case of the “Netflix Prize”.
Netflix is a company located in California, USA that offers movies to their clients. A
customer can either borrow DVDs by mail or watch streamed movies directly on their
computer or TV. Customers choose their favourite movie, put it into their queue and
decide about the kind of delivery. To support the customer during the selection process,
Netflix provides a recommendation system, called Cinematch. This system has access
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to the customer’s history and to users movie ratings. 1
In October 2006, Netflix announced an open contest [49] to raise the accuracy of
Cinematch. They announced a grand prize of 1 million US Dollar for an algorithm that
improves Cinematch by 10% or more. They further announced an annual progress price
of 50.000 US Dollar for the team with the best algorithm within the last 12 month. A
condition was that the winners have to publish their algorithm. To support interested
developers, Netflix also released a data sample with an anonymised extract of their real
data for working purposes. After a rapid improvement at the beginning, it figures out
that there were only small steps of improvements afterwards. An interesting insight
from the 2008 progress price winning team is given by Bell et al.[48]. After two years of
disbursement the progress price, Netflix announced a Grand Prize winner on September
21, 2009. Overall, there were 51051 contestants organized in 41305 teams from 186
countries. During the run of the contest, Netflix has 44014 valid submissions from 5169
different teams [50].
After three years of improvements, which were not constantly, a consortium of three
teams finally won the prize. It is very interesting to analyse the competition’s process.
At the beginning, there were fast improvements of the original Cinematch algorithm.
After this period, the algorithms improved slower. Then the competitors noticed that
they might improve faster, if they combine their different algorithms. The 2008’s Pro-
gress Prize, for example, was won by a cooperation of two former independent teams.
A successor of this team (another team joined in) finally won the competition [51]. The
final algorithm is composed from three different approaches, each for one group, which
can be found at Töscher et al. [52], Piotte et al. [53] and Koren [54]
1 To get an idea of Netflix’s business, here are some facts, taken from Netflix’s Press Kit [47]:
- Netflix has 12.3 million subscribers at the end of 2009.
- Netflix has more than 3 billion movie ratings from members.
- The average member has rated more than 200 movies.
- Approximately 60% of Netflix members select their movies based on movie recommendations tailored
to their individual tastes.
- Netflix members add 2 million movies to their Queues every day.
- More than 90% of Netflix members say they are so satisfied with the Netflix service that they recommend
the service to family and friends.
The last point is very important for Netflix’s business model. Since there are many factors that influence
a customer’s satisfaction like quality and speed of delivery, etc., but there is one aspect that is very
important in our context: the fact that approximately 60% of all customers use the recommendation
system to find interesting movies. Unfortunately, there is no further explanation how Netflix measures
the usage of the recommendation system. For example, it could include all users that used the system at
least one time and then dropped it. However, it seems to be obvious that the recommendation system
is one important, maybe the most important, feature for Netflix to “sell” movies to the customers.
On the other hand, is it very important that the recommendation system comes up with an accurate
recommendation for some grade. Otherwise, nobody will use it. For now, let us assume the users are
satisfied with the recommendations. Another important thing is that Netflix has a large clientèle and
customers that are willing to rate movies and take this process serious. This is a good result taking
into account that there is no constraint to rate movies. Nevertheless, how accurate are the ratings? [48]
argues that the ratings are very accurate, because the users know that their rating will influence the
underlying system and will gain from it in the future. In other words they are afraid of getting suggested
movies they are not interested in by the recommendation system.
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We can learn three interesting things from this example:
1. It seems that there is no “simple” statistical approach that could generate the best
results for a recommendation system. Even with a huge amount of data in the
background.
2. However, this data could make it easier to design improved algorithms with a
higher accuracy in recommendations.
3. Finally, this approach leads us back to the Wisdom of Crowds approach, where
the aggregated recommendation is better then an expert’s one [48].
5.2 Discussion about Recommendation Systems
As we have seen there are many techniques, which could be helpful in our aggregation
process. Which of one should we use for our recommendation system? Honestly, we
do not know. In our opinion none of these approaches are helpful, because they violate
a simple fact: They are not based on independent decisions. The first time we use a
result of any of these recommendation-algorithms, future results will depend on each
other. We are in a real dilemma. We want to serve a visitor at our best and come up
with recommendations, but the trade off is that we (probably) influence future users in
addition, because of the decision the current visitor will do.
In this context, we want to present an experiment, performed by Salaganik [55]. In
this experiment 14341 people were partitioned into nine groups. The participants spent
their time on a music portal, which was created for this project, where they could listen
to unknown songs or download them. One group got no additional information about
the music, while the other groups where also able to see the statistics for their own group.
We may expect an equal or normal distribution in the groups, but showing the statistics
changed it all. While the first group’s behaviour was as expected, the rankings in the
other groups shown an interesting phenomena: Titles that where successful where more
successful as expected (the same applies in the other direction). There were even no two
groups that share the same successful interprets. It looks like, that people are influenced
by the ranking, which at the beginning were randomly. However, it seems, most people
look at “successful” songs and keep concentrate on them. Salaganik explanation is that
people do not want belong to losers, or do something “wrong” and therefore try to choose
the winners, or songs that other already have chosen.
This experiment shows impressively our dilemma (and it also might hurts the con-
dition of in-dependency of the Wisdom of Crowd approach).
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Part II
Prototype Implementation
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Chapter 6
CUBA - Concepts and
Architecture
After presented the theoretical basics of the work, this part introduces the implement-
ation of these concepts. In this chapter, we present CUBA’s concept and its application
architecture. The CUBA prototype itself is available at http://cuba.lu.
6.1 Concepts
CUBA is a prototypical implementation to prove the, previous developed, concepts of
artificial conviviality. It is important to note, that the following concept and prototype
is not the only way to achieve artificial conviviality. The reader will be encouraged to
realize his own implementation(s) in another way.
The heart of our concept is a demonstration of how a Web site may support the
concept of artificial conviviality (and Illich’s approach). For this reason we designed and
built a prototype called CUBA, that is an abbreviation for Conviviality and User Beha-
viour Analysis (CUBA). CUBA implements a News-feed reader that allows visitors to
manage News-feeds. They can read News-feeds on CUBA, subscribe to feeds and cancel
feed’s subscriptions. In case they subscribe to a feed, CUBA offers a recommendation
system to find suitable feeds. This system is based on the NOP approach combined with
a collective filtering system that takes other users’ actions and preferences into account
to recommend adequate feeds. One distinctive feature of CUBA is a “dynamic” Home
page for every visitor. It allows the user to modify the page to his personal comfort, by
putting the subscribed feeds to different places.
Figure 6.1 shows the general functionality of CUBA. While a visitor uses CUBA, the
system tries to extract the visitor’s “knowledge” and stores it in the system. In 6.1 in-
dividuals (at the outside) use a Web site that includes the CUBA system. The portraits
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in the inside represent the visitors “knowledge”, i.e. their interest profiles.
Figure 6.1: Visualisation of CUBA’s Concept
Next, we give a general idea how the system implements the convivial aspects, shown
in Figure (6.2)
What happens if a user looks for a new feed? Ê In “The Wisdom of Crowds” context,
this means the user is looking for a solution (the right feed), to his problem (is there a
feed?). In this case, the CUBA system performs an aggregation process, which is also
part of the “Wisdom of Crowds” concept. In a first step, it identifies “similar” users Ë.
It then “asks” these users which feeds they would suggest to solve the problem Ì. In the
next step, it prepares the received suggestions and presents them to the user Í.
In our opinion, this satisfies the definition of artificial conviviality, because every
person is automatically part of the group, while its “knowledge” is modelled by the
system. On the other hand, there are other people involved to find a solution for the
problem. In other words, this is a kind of common experience with the aim to support
a user and enable him to have a convivial experience.
After shown the main concept, we also present another important concept of CUBA.
CUBA takes heavily advantage of the underlying NOP-algorithm, introduced in section
4.2. This algorithm builds interest profile by using implicit and explicit feedback. Since
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Figure 6.2: Graphical Representation of CUBA’s Concept
CUBA is based on News-feeds, it allows many actions a user can perform. It is convenient
to use these actions to improve the implicit feedback and therefore the NOP. We identify
several actions that imply an interest or non-interest in a specific feed. At this point,
we only mention a feed’s state or the layout for the user’s homepage. We describe this
topic in more detail in section 7.6.
6.2 Application Architecture
After the main concepts of CUBA are described, we now turn towards CUBA’s applica-
tion architecture. In this section, we describe the most important modules of the CUBA
prototype.
Note: The following architecture should be seen as an abstract model. The imple-
mentation is more complex then the described architecture, since we used the Model-
View-Controller (MVC) concept for the implementation. For example: the Input-Engine
consists of more then one class. The application is partitioned into several parts (like a
public and private part). These parts usually have their own logic and therefore they
are implemented in separate classes. A deeper discussion is given in section 7.6.
Figure 6.3 visualises CUBA’s architecture that we describe in more detail in the
following.
We begin with the Input-Engine. This module takes requests from the user, inter-
prets them and decides how to respond to them. It contains the general application logic
and controls the rest of the application, by trigger subroutines, further computations or
just forwards to another page.
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In case the user’s request requires a response, the Input-Engine delegates the output
to the Output-Engine. The Output-Engine prepares the output into the right format
and gets, if necessary additional information from the User Profiles- or the Feed module.
Afterwards it sends its output back to the browser, where the user will see the results.
Since CUBA implements a News-feed reader, the Feed module handles the news-feeds.
It takes care to provide the output with the feed’s current content and is responsible to
transmit a feed’s topic weights to the NOP-Engine module.
The User Profile module is responsible for all operations that belong to a user. It
handles information like the current layout, which feeds the user has subscribed or the
user’s action history. It also includes the NOP and Interest Profile.
If there is a need to update a user’s NOP, the User Profile module triggers the
NOP-Engine, which computes a new NOP.
Finally, there is the Aggregation-Engine module. It is triggered from the Input-
Engine in case a user searches for a new feed. It uses the User Profile module to get
information about the users. The module aggregates this information and prepares the
result, which then is send back to the user.
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Chapter 7
CUBA: Implementation Aspects
In this chapter, we present some implementation details of the CUBA prototype that is
available at http://cuba.lu. We start with the technical details that include the feed
fetching and management issues. In addition, a part deals with the database and data
structure topics and other important insights about the prototype application itself.
In the second part, we introduce the CUBA prototype from the user’s perspective. We
show the appearance of the Web site explains the functionality and discuss the chosen
design decisions.
7.1 Newsfeeds Formats and Publishing Protocols
Since CUBA’s primary focus (for the user) lies in the ability to present the contents
of News feeds, one important point is to collect and store them in the system. In the
following, we present the basic concepts of News feeds and how we deal with them in
CUBA.
7.1.1 The History of Newsfeeds
To understand the current feed formats it might be helpful to begin with the history of
News feeds. It is very interesting and explains why we have today three different feed
formats.
RSS-Feeds
The history of News-feeds starts in 1999 when Netscape released RSS 0.90 [57]. It is an
application of Resource Description Framework (RDF) and means RDF Site Summary
(RSS). Netscape invented and used it to provide a personal portal for their users where
they could read News. Soon after the release, the format was adopted and supported by
many Web sites, which was later updated to RSS 0.91 [58].
In the background, the community differed about the direction of future releases of RDF.
There was a controversy about the use of RDF. While a part of the community wanted
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Figure 7.1: Releases of RSS and Atom specifications and their relations[56]
a better link to RDF, another part argued to simplify RSS and abandon RDF out of the
specification. In June 2000, Winer released RSS 0.91 [59], which is a simpler version of
Netscape’s RSS 0.91 and gets on without RDF. While the abbreviation is still RSS, it
now stands for Really Simple Syndication (RSS).
In the same year the RSS-DEV group [60] published their specification of RSS, an
extension of Netscape’s RSS 0.91, and gave it the name ’RSS 1.0’ [61]. The RSS format
was split up into two incompatible branches.
Winer continued to release successors of his RSS 0.9 specification over the next years.
In 2002, he released the final specification, which he named RSS 2.0 and a year later
RSS 2.0.1 [62], which is the current version.
Overall, today we are in an odd position as respects RSS feeds. We have two “valid”
specifications (RSS 1.0 and RSS 2.0), which share the same name, but have nothing else
in common.
Atom-Feeds
After the confusion about the different RSS versions, a group of bloggers created a new
standard in 2003 and give it later the name Atom. They began from the scratch and
with the aim to create a protocol that improves the different RSS versions without taking
care of compatibility issues. In 2004, they joined the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) and created the Atom Syndication Format [63] that has been released in 2005.
The Atom Publishing Protocol [64] has been released in 2007. Today it is one of the
de-facto standards for News-feeds beside RSS.
7.1.2 Technical Specifications
In the previous section, we have given an overview of the history of News-feeds. In the
following, we introduce the specifications of today’s three most important feed formats:
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RSS 1.0, RSS 2.0 and Atom. The introduction is only rudimentary and its purpose is
to get a general understanding of the different feeds. For the specifications, we refer the
official sources.
General issues
Technically, a News feed is nothing more than a file in eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) [65] format. Beside the properties that must be fulfilled by a valid XML-file,
there are some rules that are specific for each type of feed. A feed is logically partitioned
into two parts. One part contains meta-data about the feed and describes the feed
by itself. Usually we will find there its name, a description of the feed, a link to the
publisher’s homepage, or the release date of the feed. The second part contains the
News and information about them. For each News, common attributes are the headline,
description, a link to the full article or the release date.
RSS 1.0
An RSS 1.0 file is unique in sense that it is based on a RDF definition (RSS 2.0 and Atom
1.0 are ordinary XML files). Another thing is that it has a small number of attributes
to describe a feed and its item(s), comparing to the other two approaches. The only
mandatory fields are the information about the channel and the title, link, description
fields. For the items, these are also the item’s title and link. Another thing is that
it provides no separated area for the items by themselves. They are “equal” to the
description part of the feed. The most commonly used elements in RSS feeds (regardless
of version) are title, link, description, modified date, and entry ID. The modified date is
provided by the pubDate element, while the entry ID comes from the guid element. See
the appendix for an RSS 1.0 example.
RSS 2.0
As mentioned in the previous section, there are differences between RSS 1.0 and RSS
2.0. The first difference regards to the kind of document, a feed is. While an RSS 1.0
feed is an RDF document, an RSS 2.0 is a simple XML file. A channel represents a
feed, and according to the specification, it is possible to put more than one channel
into a single file. In the first level of a channel, we find describing elements like title,
description, language or image. There is also an embedded list of items, which have
attributes like title, link, pubDate and author. In comparison with RSS 1.0, RSS 2.0
provides a broader set of attributes to describe a channel and an item. Figure 7.2 shows
the skeleton of a valid RSS 2.0 feed. A valid feed requires at least a title, a description
and a link specification. Items are organized under an item directory. An item requires
a title or a description. An example of a RSS 2.0 feed can be found in the appendix.
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Figure 7.2: Schema of a RSS 2.0 XML-file [56]
Atom
Atom feeds generally contain more information than RSS feeds, because more elements
are required. As we can see in Figure 7.3 the specification is a mixture of the RSS 1.0 and
RSS 2.0 specifications. The basic structure is equal to RSS 1.0; the entries (items) are
placed at the same level as the information about the feed. The level of detail (number
of attributes) to describe a feed or an entry is more like in RSS 2.0. Mandatory fields
are the feeds title, the updated date and an id. For the items, these are also the item’s
title and updated date. An example of an Atom-Feed file can be found in the appendix.
7.1.3 Handling Feeds in CUBA
The fact, that there exist several different formats for News-feeds, made it very diffi-
cult to develop a reasonable parser by ourselves. When we started the project, there
were only a limited number of reasonable open source parsers available. These were
the Apache Commons Feed parser [66], the Universal Feed parser [67] and ROME [68].
While Apache’s feed parser stopped their development, at the time we started, the Uni-
versal Feed parser is written in Python, while ROME is written in Java. They both
share the same kind of functionality to satisfy our purposes. Finally, we decided in fa-
vour of ROME, because of some subjective reasons (It supports a modular design and
we already have had a basic programming experience in Java).
In short: “ROME is a set of open source Java tools for parsing, generating and pub-
lishing RSS and Atom feeds.” [68] It covers all of the popular feed formats, while the
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Figure 7.3: Schema of an ATOM 1.0 XML-file (taken from [56])
core ROME library uses the JDOM XML parser only. It is highly flexible and applicable
on different platforms. On the other hand, its parser is DOM-based and not liberal,
which sometime leads to problems. During our development, the ROME team released
version 1.0. Further information can be found on the project’s homepage [68].
Using ROME has some advantages. One of them is that third parties are able to
develop additional modules. One of these projects it the ROME-Fetcher project [69].
We employ this module to catch feeds. Afterwards the feed is parsed by ROME. If ap-
plicable, the feeds information is updated and new entries are stored into the database.
To deal with feeds we developed a separate program that retrieves a feed, parses it
and store the contents in a database. Each feed is checked three times per hour (every 20
minutes). By September 9th, 2010 the database contains 586 feeds with approximately
400000 News entries.
7.1.4 Problems in Practice
Even with support of ROME, we have had to struggle some problems regarding the
News-feeds during the project. While dealing with feeds, it seems there are two major
problems that occur several times:
• Validity of feeds
Sometimes it occurs, that a feed moves to another location, is redirected temporar-
ily to another location or is just suspended. The first case is no problem in reality.
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However, sometimes the feeds are just redirected to an “ordinary” HTML-page.
In this case it can happen that the feed parser has some problems to detect the
right file-type. In the worst case, this can influence the output of CUBA during
the recommendation process.
• Different understandings of feed attributes / bad mapping of attributes
An important information is the News publishing time. Be it because of a different
understanding of the feed’s definitions or, because of a bad mapping from the
ROME-feed reader, it seems that the publishers use the published and update fields
interchangeably. This makes it on our side nearly impossible to decide, which entry
is a new one and which is an updated one. As a result, some feeds cannot be right
displayed, which is not good for the user.
These two topics cause a lot of trouble during the experiments and it was really time
consuming to fix them (a thing that still needs some adjustment). It figured out during
the tests, that the users’ willing to use the service decreased immediately, in case some
technical problems occurred.
7.2 The Model-View-Controller Design Pattern
In this section, we want to introduce the MVC Design Pattern and discuss its charac-
teristics. Nevertheless, before we start doing this, we examine what a Design Pattern is.
7.2.1 Design Pattern
Patterns occur anywhere and any time. That is the core of a pattern. Patterns are also
not bound to software (design). Alexander [70] says:
“Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our
environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in
such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever
doing it the same way twice”. [70]
Larman [71] describes a pattern in general as a structured way to find solutions for
problems, based on principles and idioms. In object-oriented (OO) design, a pattern is
a named description of a problem and solution that can be applied in new contexts. He
defines it as:
“. . . a good pattern is a named and well-known problem/solution pair that
can be applied in new contexts, with advice on how to apply it in novel
situations and discussion of its trade-offs, implementations, variations, ad so
forth.” [71]
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Therefore, in general, Design Patterns are useful. One idea behind the MVC pattern
is the so-called "Model-View Separation Principle" [71]
Bruegge et al. [72] describes the MVC architecture as follows:
“Model/View/Controller (MVC) architectural style [is]
A three-tier architectural style in which domain knowledge is maintained by
model objects, displayed by view objects and manipulated by control objects.”
[72]
Figure 7.4: Schema of the Model-View-Controller Concept (taken from [73])
The Model-View-Controller pattern allows partitioning an application into logical
pieces. The user only interacts with the Controller or a View. The Controller usually
gets a request from the user, interprets it and disposes further operations. It usually
contains the application logic that controls the behaviour of the application. For further
operations, the Controller might use a Model. The Model is responsible to deal with
data. It is a kind of data abstraction layer, which could use external data sources (e.g.
a database, etc.). It also usually models objects and use them to perform computations
if necessary. The View-Module is responsible for the output. It gets the computed data,
prepare them and send them back to the user. Figure 7.4 shows how the Model-View-
Controller interacts with each other.
7.3 Ajax
Today the term Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) is commonly used in rela-
tion to Web 2.0 and Web applications. Nearly everybody who travels along the Internet
gets in touch with it, probably without knowing that he uses it. We can say that AJAX
has changed our expectations to and behaviours in the Internet. So, what is AJAX?
The term AJAX was first introduced by Garrett [74] in an article of his blog. The
time Garrett published his article, all involved techniques already existed.
AJAX is a concept that combines the best of several techniques and creates new
possibilities. So, what is new on this approach, if each technique has already existed
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before? It is the combination, it is seeing the big picture, where every technique has its
place and is used, what it can do the best. In the following, we give a short overview,
what each techniques is responsible for.
XHTML and CSS
Extensible HyperText Markup Language (XHTML) and Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)
are responsible for displaying the content inside a web browser. While XHTML is used
to print the content, CSS is responsible for the Style of a page e.g. font, size, colour, etc.
The Document Object Model (DOM)
Every web browser represents a page in an internal Document Object Model (DOM)
structure. If the browser gets an HTML- and CSS-file, it parses it and translates it into
a DOM. This also works in the other direction: a change in the DOM results in a change
of the browser output.
JavaScript
JavaScript, or ECMA-Script, is an object-oriented scripting language designed by Eich in
1995 and Developed by Netscape Communications Corporation and the Mozilla Found-
ation. With the support of JavaScript, it is possible to manipulate the DOM systemat-
ically, which could be used to make a Web site more dynamic.
XMLHttpRequest
All modern browsers provide an XMLHttpRequest object. This makes it possible to
communicate with the server without doing a page request explicitly. Given this oppor-
tunity it is possible to request data from the server.
XML, JSON and XSLT
Usually the browser gets this data in an XML [65] or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
[75] format. A common approach is to let JavaScript get and handle the data and
manipulate the DOM. To transform XML documents in another format, eXtensible
Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) [76] is commonly used.
7.3.1 The Ajax Web Application Model
The Ajax web application model follows and extents the classical web application model.
In contradiction to the classical approach, it is necessary that an Ajax-Engine in form
of one or more JavaScript scripts be uploaded to the client. A typical scenario is given
as follows:
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1. The browser client performs a HTTP-request to the server.
2. The web server consults the back-end (databases, etc.).
3. The web and or XML-server return XML data.
4. The Ajax engine interprets the XML data, transforms it into HTML and CSS data
and manipulates the DOM.
5. Finally, the browser client displays the web page.
In contradiction to the classical model, where the web server returns HTML and CSS
Data, the web server returns XML data that is interpreted by the Ajax engine. Figure
7.5 shows the functionality of the Ajax Web Application Model in a graphical way.
Figure 7.5: The Ajax Web-Application Model [74]
What are the consequences for the user? In the classical Web Application Model, the
user has to wait after each request until the server responds and the browser displays the
new content. In the Ajax Web Application Model, the user sends a request to the server
and continues with his work. When the Ajax engine gets the result, it manipulates the
DOM and the browser displays the new content (Figure 7.5).
The advantage of this approach is that the response time usually shrinks dramatic-
ally. Instead of loading a completely new web page, it is now possible to download only
the part, which is needed. The Ajax engine then manipulates the current Web page
and the user will see the result without having to wait until a new page is downloaded
and created. This also allows the effect of an immediate reaction from the application.
Another usual technique is to download the most important data first and the rest in
the background while the user is using the page.
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However, there are also disadvantages. The most important thing when we talk
about Ajax is the existence of a JavaScript Engine. While these engines are part of all
web browsers, the user has the possibility to switch-off the JavaScript Engine. In this
case, an Ajax application will not work. Therefore, a Web site that uses the Ajax techno-
logy should always make sure to provide its service, even with a switched off JavaScript
Engine at the client side. In the worst case, this requires to create a second application
that is running with HTML only.
Another disadvantage is the working of the browser’s “back”-button. This button re-
loads the last page in history. In case an Ajax Application uses only one page that is
modified the whole time, this can end up in unwanted results.
These were only some aspects that become to determine, if a web application is built
on the Ajax concept. For further discussions, we refer to Crane et al.[77], Johnson et al.
[78] or Mahemoff [79].
Overall, the Ajax approach is very powerful, but it should also be used very carefully.
As Garret says:
“... the more power we have, the more caution we must use in exercising
it. We must be careful to use Ajax to enhance the user experience of our
applications, not degrade it.” [74]
7.4 Database Architecture
In this section, we present CUBA’s database architecture. The architecture consists of
several parts, where each is responsible for a different purpose. It follows the MVC
concept, which makes it not very difficult to understand.
One main part of the architecture is used for the feeds. It is in principle a one to one
translation from the objects, which are defined by the ROME feed reader.
In our project, we use a PostgreSQL database server [80] for data storage. The
database design and implementation take advantage of PostgreSQL schemas to partition
and store data into logical pieces. There are no special tricks or anything else about
the used database techniques. For example, relevant fields involved in speed critical
operations are indexed, etc.
The database design for storing feeds was originally very close related to the cap-
abilities of ROME, trying to store any available information. While this database still
exists, only a small part (the core elements) is used by CUBA. Mainly these are the Feed,
Entry and Tag tables. It also contains tables to store the feed’s assigned Topic/Weights
in the database. Figure 7.6 shows the implemented database schema for the feeds part.
The core of CUBA’s database architecture is taken for the Non-Obvious Profile stor-
age. When a visitor begins a session, CUBA generates it and stores the session data in
the database (i.e. the feeds and the layout). Every time a user performs an action, it is
also stored in the database. Usually each action has its own table (i.e. feed refresh, link
hit and feed preview). Other actions like open/close a feed or delete feeds were automat-
ically taken into account in the layout. They will be used, if a user wants to add a feed
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to his homepage. He then could enter a name of the feed, a description or key words
that describe the desired information: In a first step, CUBA searches for a feed that
contains the search terms in its title or description. In a second step, CUBA calculates
the user’s current NOP. In case there are not enough profiles stored in the system, it
uses the feed profiles and ranks the feeds against the requester’s profile (the shorter the
better). If the database consists enough user profiles, CUBA determines similar users
by computing the distances between the user’s NOP and all other NOPs. After CUBA
has determined similar users, it ranks a feed from the result set higher, if one of these
similar users subscribed to this feed.
7.5 Other Technical Aspects
7.5.1 Web Server
As for the Web server, we have chosen the lighttpd Web server [81] over the Apache http
Web server [82]. We tested both web servers and decided in favour for the lighttpd Web
server. The reasons were that lighttpd is less heavy and uses fewer resources than the
Apache Web server. These are important features, because the whole project is running
on one server only (retrieving and processing feeds, database server, and web server).
For the project’s script language that is used by the output module PHP version 5.2 was
chosen.
7.5.2 Application issues
This is the part where we use the database to produce the content for our CUBA Web
application.
As we came along the decision to implement the back end engine for CUBA , we
had to decide to build it from scratch by ourselves or with support of a framework.
Building it by ourselves gives us the freedom in design, but on the other hand it is very
time consuming and error-prone. Because of this we decided to use a framework. We
examined and compared different frameworks and decided in favour of ZendFramework
[83]. The reasons were the following:
• ZendFramework supports the MVC architecture paradigm
This forces the programmer to use a clear design for the application. After a short
introduction time this saves a lot of time.
• It uses a modularized architecture.
• It allows using some modules independently.
• It provides a powerful database abstraction layer.
This makes it simple to retrieve data from the database.
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• AJAX is supported through JSON.
This is a very important point, because one of the key features of CUBA is based
on AJAX and data transmission via JSON.
• It provides forms and validators. This feature is used in the application to make
it more robust against faulty insertions.
• the framework is expanded continuously.
This was very helpful during the project. It appears two times that new features
were introduced when there were needs of them.
• There is an excellent support.
This is a very important point. Usually framework errors are fixed quickly.
• The existence of many useful basic modules.
There exist useful basic modules that allow the user to concentrate on the import-
ant tasks. For example, there are existing modules for authentication or database
operations, which usually are used in a controller or module.
Originally, one strong advantage that influenced the decision among ZendFramework
concerned the support of consuming News-feeds through the Zend_Feed module. Unfor-
tunately, it becomes clearer through the developing process, that it was very slow and
embryonic. Thus, we had to replace the feed reading and parsing process to another,
independent solution that leads us to ROME. 1
7.5.3 JavaScript Frameworks
One main feature of CUBA is to enable the user to personalize the home page to some
degree. This task includes modifying the page’s layout by dragging feeds around the
page, which is impossible by using HTML only. For this reason we implement some
parts in JavaScript. This part is handled by the JavaScript Engine, which we mentioned
earlier in section 7.3. This has some advantages; the user is enabled to do more things.
However there is also one serious disadvantage: If the user turns JavaScript off, the site
must still be able to work. Like in the case for the application (and because of the same
reasons), we also got some help from a framework. In this case, our decision felt on
jQuery [84], which is a lightweight JavaScript Framework. According to buildwith.com
[85], it is the most used Framework in the World Wide Web (29.2%). The framework
itself is split into two parts, jQuery Core [84], which allows us to perform DOM and JSON
operations, and jQuery UI [86], which provides the developer with some pre-defined user
interface operations like drag and drop, etc. As we will see later, there are some actions
in CUBA, which take heavily advantage of jQuery such as “Drag and Drop” or modify
the layout of News-feed, etc.
CUBA’s underlying JavaScript engine was totally built using jQuery to perform all front
end and DOM modifications. There is also an additional JavaScript library used in the
1 With ZendFramework 1.9.0 a revised and extended version of this module was released
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project, which is Raphaël [87]. This is a library for creating graphics on web sites via
JavaScript. In CUBA Raphaël is used to display a graphical interpretation of a user’s
interest profile (see next section).
7.5.4 Privacy and Cookies
Let us share some words about privacy. During the project, we keep and protect the
users’ data and privacy. We put only one cookie at the user’s computer, containing his
session identification.
Another issue concerns the handling of passwords. CUBA encrypts a password im-
mediately and stores it into the database. There is no possibility to get a password, even
for the administrator. Furthermore, we collected only data that were necessary for the
project. As a side effect, this also kept the amount of collected data small. No user data
was used in other terms then the one defined in the project.
7.6 The CUBA Frontend
The following section introduces the CUBA Web site from the visitor’s perspective.
Figure 7.8: Homepage of the CUBA Web Site
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7.6.1 CUBA in practice
One of the primary concepts of CUBA is to allow the visitor to design a web page for
his own needs. Because we are dealing with News, which means with texts and (some)
pictures, we decided to base on the grid-system approach that is described by Müller-
Brockmann [88] and Ambrose et al. [89]. This approach is widely used in the print
media sector. The idea is to arrange the content in a grid system. The result will be a
clean layout that appears calm and allows reading the context comfortably. Figure 7.9
visualises the grid-system principle.
Figure 7.9: Two examples of a grid-layout system [90]
The working area in CUBA is divided into three columns. Each feed is displayed in
its own box. The user is able to arrange the subscribed feeds (i.e. boxes) in one of the
three columns, and arrange them within the columns, too. Overall, it has a little bit the
appearance of a newspaper. This is a coincidence only (dealing with News). There are
no restrictions for other uses.
While the intention is clear, in practice there occurs a problem with the display of the
feeds. While it is no problem to set the column’s margins, it is quite a problem to keep
the grid-system intact. The reason therefore is the way browsers threat HTML. CUBA
uses a proportional character set to display feeds. Since it allows only a fixed number of
messages to be displayed inside a feed’s box, the layout depends heavily on: the number
of messages, the length of the messages, the font and the font size. Alternatively, it
might be possible to support vertical scrollbars, in case a feed will not fit in a box.
Nevertheless, in worst case, every feed has a scrollbar, which results in a “bumpy” look.
Use Layout Information to improve Implicit Feedback
As mentioned above, the user is able to move feeds (content) inside the area to create a
suitable layout. We can use the layout information to get additional implicit feedback
concerning the users’ interests.
A user will add feeds that he is interested in and remove feeds, he is not interested in.
To continue this thought, we assume that most users also show a tendency to rearrange
the layout to satisfy their needs. Therefore, we assume that they will move these feeds on
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top of their page, where they are most interested in. These feeds are the first ones they
will see (and probably read), in case they request their page. Based on this assumption,
we expand the original MIN-Rule, MAX-Rule and AVG-Rule from section 4.3.1. We
introduce new strategies that enable us to estimate the users interests based on the
current layout of the News feed page. These strategies are visualised Figure 7.14 and
described in the following:
• Dovetailing: this strategy follows the psychological assumption that the more a
user is interested in content the higher the assigned value will be.
• Coating: here we argue that the left-most/top-most content receives the highest
weight again, but that – in contrast to Dovetailing – each following inverse coat,
which is identified by the diagonal, is assigned to the same weight. We therefore
assume that content with the same distance to the top content (left-most, top-
most) should have the same weight.
• Waving: with this strategy, we perform a weighting following the radius around
the top content.
Figure 7.10: Example of possible value assignment strategies for a layout with 3 rows
(a) dovetailing, b) coating, and c) waving). The boxes represent content (here: feeds)
with their (relative) importance for the user. Arrows represents the way of calculation
for the importance.
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Figure 7.11: Typical states of News-feeds in CUBA . a) is the initial state, where five
headlines are displayed. b) represents a “closed” News-feed, which was done by using
the Toggle-Action. c) shows an “expanded” feed, displaying ten headlines. This was
reached by the Expand/Reduce-Action.
7.7 Operations and Actions in CUBA
Beside the possibility to re-arrange News feeds, CUBA offer also other feed related ac-
tions, which we describe in the following. Figure 7.12 points out CUBA’s most important
feed actions.
Expand/Reduce feed
This action allows the user to watch more headlines at a time. Initially CUBA displayed
the latest five headlines only. Press this button forces CUBA to show the latest ten
headlines. Pressing it again forces it to show fifteen headlines. Another pushes forces
CUBA to show the latest five headlines again. An example is given in Figure 7.11.
Toggle feed
This action is related to the Expand/Reduce-Action. It is a “binary” action that allows
the user to close or open a feed. Historically, this action was introduced before the
Expand/Reduce-Action. There is also an example given in Figure 7.11.
Refresh feed
Pressing this button forces CUBA to retrieve the contents of the feed and show the latest
News. This action affects this feed only. On the one hand, it reduces traffic between the
client and the server and responds faster than reloading the whole page. On the other
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Figure 7.12: Available News Feed Actions in Cuba. From Left to Right: Expand/Reduce
a Feed, Refresh of a feed, Toggle of a feed and Remove a feed
hand, we use this information as part of the process to calculate the user’s NOP. Forcing
the system to refresh only one feed indicates, in our opinion, a high interest in the News
feed’s assigned topics.
Remove the feed from subscription
This action removes the feed from the web site and from the user’s subscription list. It
is an indicator, that the user is not interested in the News feed any more.
Figure 7.13: Preview of a Newsfeed Article
Preview of the Article
If the user moves the pointer over a headline, the article’s summary appeared to be read
(Figure 7.13) This action occurs only if a summary exists. There may be feeds, which
do not deliver these summaries. In this case, nothing will happen. By now, there is no
visual sign that indicates the existence of a summary. One possibility would be to use
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different kind of items in the list. (e.g. SQUARE if there is a preview and otherwise a
BULLET).
Open an article
A click on a headline opens the corresponding article in a new browser tab or in a new
window.
Other Pages
Beside of the main page there are other pages, which we introduce next.
A real import page is the “add fee”-page, where the user has the opportunity to
subscribe to new feeds. The mask follows the commonly known behaviour of other
search systems. At the top centre, there is a field where the user can enter search terms.
The system then presents a result in form of a list. It contains all feeds that are known
by the system and match to the search terms. The list is divided into “pages”; each of
it contains five entries. Below the list, there is an opportunity to navigate in the list.
This approach has been chosen for readability reasons. We got some feedback that a
list, presenting all recommendations could become to long and therefore difficult to read.
The user is invited to pick up as many recommended feeds, as he wants, which will then
appear on his personal main page. Figure 7.14 shows an example of the subscription
page.
Figure 7.14: Example of a News-feed search in CUBA
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The statistic Part
Next, we present another important part of CUBA . It is about informing the user of his
profile, calculated and stored in the system. There are three reasons we implemented
this:
1. We want to let the user know, what CUBA computes.
2. We want to let the user know how CUBA works.
3. We want to sensitise the user.
Figure 7.15: Representation of an interest profile, which describes the level of interest
in a topic, derived by the subscribed feeds and the current layout
There are different pages, which are available via tabulators. They have the same
layout but show different kind of profiles (Figure 7.15). These are:
• the “page profile”2
this is the user’s current interest profile, derived by the subscribed feeds and the
current layout.
• the “session profile”3
this describes the interest profile, computed by the information given by the cur-
rent session. It involves all page layouts, all actions performed and all requested
previews and articles in this session. We can consider it as the Non Obvious Profile
of the session, if it would ends now.
• the “clicks profile”4
this shows the user’s interest profile, based on the requested articles within the
session. At the bottom there is also a note that tells the user how many articles
requests he did in the session.
2 Mein Seitenprofil 3 Mein Sessionprofil 4 Meine Session Klicks
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• the “preview profile”5
this shows the user’s interest profile, based on the called previews during the ses-
sion. At the bottom there is also a note that tells the user how many previews she
requested.
CUBA’s interest profiles are based on the following topics:
Business & Finance6, Environment 7, Entertainment & Culture 8, Health, Medical &
Pharma 9, Hospitality & Recreation 10, Law & Crime 11, Politics 12, Sport 13, Technology
& Internet 14, Weather 15, Other 16
These items are based on the NewsCodes used by OpenCalais [91], a service that
tags and weighting text. This in turn is based on the News Codes, defined by the
International Press Telecommunications Council (IPTC) [92] The reasons why we chose
them were to a) build on a standard, and b) make it extendable by using e.g. OpenCalais
at a later point in the project. The advantage, by using such a service, would be able to
get individual tags and weights for each article instead of relaying on an average weight
for each feed.
On the upper left corner of each page is a legend that describes the current level of
interest in a topic. The values are displayed as text, where the text covers an interval.
This interval has the following mapping.
• 0 None17
• 0 < value < 0.3 little18
• 0.3 <= value < 0.5 moderate19
• 0.5 <= value < 0.7 curious20
• 0.7 <= value < 0.9 high21
• 0.9 <= value <= 1.0 addicted22
In case JavaScript is being activated, there will be a graphical interpretation of the
profile in the centre of the page. This is done by a “star”. It is build by a line (with
the same length) for each topic, where the interest > 0. The lines join each other in
the centre. This is the 0-point for each topic. The outer side of each line represents the
value 1. Since all interest values are in the range between 0 and 1, we just mark each
line with a coloured dot, at the position that represents the level of interest. At the
bottom of each page, the user finds a short description of the displayed profile and the
parameters that influences the profile.
In case the user is registered, he has also to opportunity to give an explicit feedback
and informs the system about his current interests (Figure 7.16). For each topic he can
chose a number of stars that corresponds to his level of interest, where 0 stars means no
interest and 5 stars represents an “addiction” in a topic).
5 Meine Vorschauen 6 Business u. Finanzen 7 Environment 8 Entertainment u. Kultur 9
Gesundheit u. Medizin 10 Erholung 11 Gesetz u. Verbrechen 12 Politik 13 Sport 14 Technologie
u. Internet 15 Wetter 16 Andere 17 keine 18 wenig 19 moderat 20 neugierig 21 hoch 22
abhänging
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Figure 7.16: Input Mask for User’s Interest Profile in CUBA
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Chapter 8
Research Results
8.1 Usability of CUBA
In summer 2009, the then current prototype was subject of two studies at the University
of Hamburg, concerning CUBA’s usability and emotional perceptions.
8.1.1 Usability under the aspect of the Interface Design
One study examined CUBA under the perspective of usability [93]. In this context,
CUBA was evaluated using Shneiderman’s “Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design” [94].
These rules apply to development and design processes of computer systems and their
interfaces. They constitute an important basis for a good human-computer interaction.
In the following, we present each rule separately and present the work’s results.
Strive for consistency
“Consistent sequences of actions should be required in similar situations;
identical terminology should be used in prompts, menus, and help screens;
and consistent commands should be employed throughout.” [94]
The study lists some of CUBA’s behaviours that violated this rule. For example, the
meaning of the +© and -© signs for toggling a feed have had the opposite meaning, i.e. +©
for close an open feed and -© for open a closed feed. Other points concern the mixture
of English and German on the user interface, the inconsistent display of News-feeds’
headlines and some difficulties in the searching process.
Enable frequent users to use short cuts
“As the frequency of use increases, so do the user’s desires to reduce the
number of interactions and to increase the pace of interaction. Abbreviations,
function keys, hidden commands, and macro facilities are very helpful to an
expert user.” [94]
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The study’s report neither identified the existence of short cuts, nor found a need
for short cuts at this time, because CUBA supplies only one level or services.
Offer informative feedback
“For every operator action, there should be some system feedback. For fre-
quent and minor actions, the response can be modest, while for infrequent
and major actions, the response should be more substantial.” [94]
The study detects an inconsistent strategy to offer informative feedback to the user.
While CUBA gives feedback under some circumstances, there is also a total lack of
feedback in some situations or it occurs in a mixture of English and German.
Design dialogue to yield closure
“ Sequences of actions should be organized into groups with a beginning,
middle, and end. The informative feedback at the completion of a group
of actions gives the operators the satisfaction of accomplishment, a sense of
relief, the signal to drop contingency plans and options from their minds, and
an indication that the way is clear to prepare for the next group of actions.”
[94]
This subject is almost non-existent in CUBA. The report criticise that only one
appropriate message, that an action finishes (successfully), was detected. It gives also
an example, where a change in the interest profile did not result in a change at the
user’s personalised homepage. The report states that actions in CUBA have neither
intermediate steps, nor a true end with some feedback.
Offer simple error handling
“As much as possible, design the system so the user cannot make a serious
error. If an error is made, the system should be able to detect the error and
offer simple, comprehensible mechanisms for handling the error.” [94]
Regarding the study, this point does not belong to CUBA, because there are no
possibilities to make serious errors. However, it criticises the way CUBA handles deleted
feeds and recommends to keep deleted feeds in a separate list that offers the user an
“undo” option in case the feed was deleted accidentally.
Permit easy reversal of actions
“This feature relieves anxiety, since the user knows that errors can be undone;
it thus encourages exploration of unfamiliar options. The units of reversibility
may be a single action, a data entry, or a complete group of actions.” [94]
Here the results refer to the previous point, because in CUBA’s case they are quite
similar.
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Support internal locus of control
“Experienced operators strongly desire the sense that they are in charge of
the system and that the system responds to their actions. Design the system
to make users the initiators of actions rather than the responders.” [94]
The study states that the user has only few options to adjust parameters that show an
immediate result. They criticise the option where the user is able to enter his interests,
which results in the same recommendations (e.g. the term “Weather”). Another point
is CUBA’s insufficient work with different browsers (which is traced back to the different
browser-engines)
Reduce short-term memory load
“The limitation of human information processing in short-term memory re-
quires that displays be kept simple, multiple page displays be consolidated,
window-motion frequency be reduced, and sufficient training time be allotted
for codes, mnemonics, and sequences of actions.” [94]
Here the report says:
“This program runs little risk of the user to overwhelming his short-term
memory. Its learning steps are short, not complex and easy to learn.”
Miscellaneous
During their evaluation the group members identified also other points that reduces
CUBA’s conviviality, but could not classify these to one of Shneiderman’s rules. Because
of this, the report lists other critical points in a separate section. These points were, e.g.
some aesthetic points (chosen colour for visited links) and a careful choice of descriptive
terms (unambiguous). Furthermore, they suggested implementing a welcome-page, a
tutorial and a help-system.
The report’s conclusions
The study identifies some inconsistency inside CUBA as well as some serious errors. It
suggests correcting the mistakes before a productive appliance of CUBA could start.
The influence to CUBA
Some of the complained problems where already known and at the time of the present-
ation already corrected (e.g. completed German translation, fixed buttons, etc.) Others
were caused by a different understanding of CUBA’s concepts. For example, there is no
intention to modify a user’s homepage when modifying the interest profile. This should
only be happen by adding a feed explicitly. Finally, there are problems that belong to
browsers, like different interpretation of CSS commands.
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In general we followed most of the advices given in the report, corrected many errors
and improved the prototype. On the other side, the implementation of some suggestions
where neglected, because they were not important in relation to our concept, or there
implementation would be too time consuming (e.g. implementation of a help-system, a
tutorial or a Frequently Asked Question-system).
8.1.2 The CUBA prototype under emotional perceptions
The second study focus on the user’s perception of CUBA and which emotions are re-
leased from CUBA [95]. The goal of the study remains to the question, how products
like CUBA and Google news are perceived by a user.
Experimental setup
The study compares CUBA and “Google news” [96], where the “Joy of Use” is in the
centre of attention. Therefore, it takes advantage of the AttrakDiff™ system [97]. The
AttrakDiff system contains 28 pairs of adjectives, where each pair describes a contradic-
tion (e.g. simple - complicated). A subject has to decide which attribute describes the
product at its best on a seven level scale (Figure 8.1).
Figure 8.1: Screenshot of AttrakDiff’s Questionnaire [95]
The 28 pairs of adjective are partitioned into four groups, where each group includes
seven pairs. These groups are introduced in the following:
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1. Pragmatic Quality (PQ)
This group describes the usability of the product and how good it supports the
user to reach his goals.
Typical pairs are “complicated - simple” or “confusing - clear”
2. Hedonistic Quality Stimulation (HQ-S)
This group is based on the assumption that an individual usually tends to develop
himself. It measures how good this aim is reached by evaluating, if the product in-
cludes something new or interesting. Typical entries are “conservative - innovative”
and “lame - excited”
3. Hedonistic Quality Identity (HQ-I)
This tries to describe how far the user is able to identify himself with the product.
Entries include “unprofessional - professional” and “bad style - good style”
4. Attractiveness (ATT)
This group tries to figure out the overall rating of the product, based on the
perceived quality. Typical entries amongst others are “ugly - beautiful” and “re-
pugnant - attractive”
The study is based on 22 participants. They were divided into two groups where a
group worked with CUBA (12 subjects) and the other with Google news (10 subjects).
To become familiar with the Web sites, each group got some identical assignments, which
were to solve. Afterwards the participants evaluated the Web sites with AttrakDiff.
Results of the experiment
Figure 8.2: The Experiment’s Arithmetic Mean Results [95]
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The evaluation of the GUI shows that CUBA and “Google news” are considered sim-
ilar (Figure 8.2). Both are considered as “neutral”. The result attests both Web sites an
existing Pragmatic Quality. This means the users are already attracted by the interface.
Nevertheless, given the results, there is still some space for improvements in respect of
the Hedonistic Quality.
The study also measures the users perception of CUBA and “Google news” in general.
The study reasons, that CUBA get slightly better reviews than “Google news”. Indeed
the differences are not statistical significant, but CUBA has a smaller confidence interval.
That means CUBA’s reviews are more similar. Figure 8.3 shows the results for every pair.
Figure 8.3: Result of AttrakDiff-Experiment [95]
The report concludes also that CUBA is slightly better than “Google news”, even if
the subjects perceive both only as “neutral”. It suggests that both products should im-
prove the Pragmatic Quality to tie the users in a better way to the product. The authors
also suggest improving the Hedonistic Quality, especially HQ-I. To improve HQ-I they
propose to modify the application, to target on usual users instead of experts.
The study also recommends adding new features to CUBA. Namely it mention a
separate start page, a “Frequently Asked Question” area, a tutorial, which describes
CUBA’s behaviours and more opportunities to personalize a page, like changing the font
or colours.
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8.2 Own Survey’s Results
In November 2010, we performed a small survey with seven participants by our own.1
This means the survey is not very meaningful from a statistical point of view, but it
offered some interesting aspects about the usage of CUBA.
The numbers of usages per person of CUBA were specified between 5 times and up
to 40 times. All liked the concept of CUBA, citing various reasons. While some of them
liked the News feed concept and the opportunity to have an overall view over the sub-
scripted News feeds, others mentioned the concept of interaction and its possibilities.
On the contrary, all participants located CUBA’s weakest point in the task to sub-
scribe to a News feed. During the process it could happen, that CUBA shows a Home
page of a feed, within the search results. This leads to an ugly and unreadable layout,
which is caused by CUBA’s feed handling process. We are aware of this problem and
worked on it continuously during the whole development process, but we could not man-
age to get it under full control by now. Every person mentioned this problem and said
that it turned down their motivation to use CUBA constantly.
There were no other common problems and disadvantages mentioned by the group.
Logically, this would be the first thing they would improve on CUBA.
An interesting fact concerns the usage of CUBA’s statistics. While everybody knows
that CUBA provides statistics, only a minority is interested in it and use it. This is in
contrary to our assumption and motivation to support statistics.
CUBA’s got an average rating of 3.32 (within a range for 0 to 5) from the participants.
8.3 CUBA Statistics
After discussing cognitive topics like usability and perception of CUBA , we finally show
some statistical data about the usage of CUBA . For this, we examined the data that
are collected during an individual’s visit on the CUBA Web site.
In addition to the usual log-data, like IP-address, time stamp, browser type or re-
quest, CUBA also stores data, which are necessary to run the application. This includes
data such like NOPs, Interest Profiles or the visitor’s current layout of his personal home
page. Within the scope of this work, we analysed the available data and present the
results in the following.
Basic Data
To understand the context of the analysis, we present some basic data first.
The examined data were collected between 10th December 2009 and 3rd November 2010.
Data between 27th May 2010 and 12th July 2010 are missing due to a crash of the Web
1 All participants were personally known. They were chosen, because they could be identified as users
of CUBA. There were six other registered users, but we were not able to contact them, because they
used faked e-mail addresses.
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server and an erroneous backup copy. Until 3rd November 2010, CUBA has 12 registered
users.
After we have cleaned the data from unwanted sessions caused by search engines, or
attacking attempts, we started with 1296 different Session IDs. We then removed to
the best of knowledge all Sessions that were used for testing purposes and all sessions
that consisted of only one request.2 Overall, we have data based on 301 Sessions on
our disposal. Table 8.1 shows the sessions’ distribution over the observed period. The
sessions partitioned according their month/year. The first row displays the absolute
number of sessions per month, while the second row displays the same information in
percentage.
mm/yy 12/09 01/10 02/10 03/10 04/10 05/10 07/10 08/10 09/10 10/10 11/10
# 6 50 19 32 10 29 21 51 23 56 8
% 2 17 6 11 3 10 7 17 8 19 3
Table 8.1: Sessions per Month
Session Characteristics
The shortest session in our data set lasted 280ms. On the contrary, the longest session
took 7 days, 05:39.55 hours. Usually these long sessions would be split up into several
smaller ones, because nobody is staying such a long time permanently on a Web site
without any breaks. We accepted these sessions, because most of the users used CUBA
without taking advantage of their registration or of removing their session data that
caused CUBA to consider these users as new users. In this case, long sessions allow us to
follow users’ behaviour over a longer time. Table 8.2 shows the partition of the sessions’
durations.
Interval < 0.5 min < 1 min < 5 min < 10 min < 30 min < 60 min < 24 h ≥ 24 h
# 51 35 74 35 30 24 40 12
% 17 12 25 12 10 8 13 4
Table 8.2: Statistics of Session Durations
The number of requests in a session varies from minimum 2 requests to maximum
716 requests.3
2 The reasons of these sessions were primarily visitors’ attempts to use CUBA with a browser that
rejected cookies. In this case, a request generates a new cookie, every time there is a new request. 3
To put the high number of maximum requests into perspective, we explain how CUBA collects requests:
Beside ordinary requests like page requests, CUBA also deals with AJAX requests. In case of CUBA , this
means that actions such moving a feed around results in a request, because CUBA has to know the feed’s
new position. The reason for the high number of requests lies in the “news preview” implementation.
Every time a user moves over a news-link and releases the link a request is send to the server. We
consider this behaviour as a feature and not as a bug, because it allows us to determine, if a user is still
active on a CUBA Web page.
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# max occurrence # avg occurence
Open News Preview 122 5.97
Adjustments 77 3.90
Open Feeds Home Page 33 1.68
Remove Feed 20 0.97
Open Article 20 0.91
Expand Feed 58 0.73
Re-arrange Feed 16 0.67
Session Statistics 35 0.58
Add Feed 20 0.47
Preview Statistics 11 0.43
Refresh Feed 12 0.26
Toggle Feed 11 0.33
Table 8.3: Statistic of Performed Actions
User Behaviour
The collected data enables us to analyse the user’s behaviours, too.
In a first step, we broke the data down towards their corresponding actions’ meaning
(Table 8.3).
The first column describes the kind of activity. Here we list all traceable actions such
as: a user opened a preview (Open Preview) or he removed a feed from his personal
page (Remove Feed). The entry Adjustments has a special meaning in this context.
It indicates a recalculation of the interest profile; build upon the layout of the personal
Home page (see chapter 7.6.1). This happens when one of the following actions occurred:
Remove Feed, Expand Feed, Re-arrange Feed, Add Feed or Toggle Feed.
Therefore, it is more an indicator then an action. The second column shows the maximal
number of times the action occurred within a session.
The third column represents the average number of actions per session.
For example, if we look at the first row. It says that the Open Preview action
happened 122 times at most inside a session, with an average of 5.97 times per session.
An analysis of this data does not reveal some big surprises. Since, we know from
our own survey, nearly all users tend to scan their initial personal page for something
interesting at first. If the user finds something interesting, he usually sneaks onto the
interesting article and opens its preview. The most interesting fact was, in our opinion,
that it twice as much people removing a feed instead of adding a new feed to their page.
In the next step, we take a closer look on the action/session dependency (Table
8.4). Therefore, we include the number of sessions where an action happened to the
statistic (and its corresponding percentage, too). Based on this numbers we computed
the average number of times the action was performed respective the sessions.
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# max occurence #Sessions % Sessions # avg occurence
Adjustments 77 203 69.52 5.62
Open Preview 122 183 60.80 9.83
Open Feeds HP 33 109 36.21 4.64
Open Article 20 96 31.89 2.84
Remove Feed 20 64 21.26 4.96
Session Statistic 35 63 20.93 2.76
Preview Statistic 11 57 18.94 2.26
Re-arrange Feed 16 55 18.27 3.63
Add Feed 20 51 16.94 2.75
Expand Feed 58 28 9.30 7.89
Refresh Feed 12 28 9.30 2.96
Toggle Feed 11 21 6.98 4.67
Table 8.4: Statistic of Performed Actions II
We will show with the help of an example how to read the table. The second row
can be read as follows: “The Open Preview action occurred in 183 sessions, that is in
60.8% of all 301 sessions. If the action occurred, we can expect in average an occurrence
of 9.83 times.”
One interesting thing concerns the number of feed previews, indicated by “Open
Preview”. It indicates that users like this feature, if they know about its existence. This
was confirmed by our own survey, too. The same is true for CUBA’s feed expanding
feature, which has also a high average usage.
It could be an interesting approach in future works to focus more on information
based on the number of actions.
Analysis of the Layout-Interest Profile Model
Finally we examined the consequences regarding the choice of the algorithm for comput-
ing the NOP based on the layout. For this reason, CUBA computes such a new interest
profile, every time there is a change concerning the layout. Actually, it computes four
different interest profiles in parallel. Therefore, it uses the Average-, Coating, Dovetail-
ing and Waving algorithms (see section 7.6.1) to perform the computation.
This allows us to compare the different algorithms among each other. In Table 8.5,
we list the minimal, maximal and average distance between profiles, which are based on
the same layout, but computed with a different strategy. The listed values are absolute
values and determined by computing the Euclidean-Distance between two profiles.
It is no surprise that the minimum-values of any combinations are 0. There are a
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A vs C A vs D A vs W C vs D C vs W D vs W
Minimum 0 0 0 0 0 0
Maximum 0.0410 0.0410 0.0410 0.0147 0.0227 0.0227
Average 0.0085 0.0148 0.0047 0.0064 0.0040 0.010
Table 8.5: Comparison between different Layout Strategies
(A = average strategy; C = coating strategy; D = dove strategie; W = Wave strategy
X vs Y means, we compare strategy X with strategy Y.
few combinations, where this can happen. For example, if there is only one feed on a
page. More surprisingly is the fact that in average, the distances are very small. Even
the maximum numbers are a little bit higher.
Nevertheless, while it seemed an interesting idea in theory to offer different strategies
to improve the implicit part of a NOP, there is no advantage of one algorithm in the
current implementation. This leaves only two conclusions: either the current parameters
for the computation of the interest profile lead to no distinction or the approach itself
is not suitable. The evaluation of this problem could be an interesting point for further
explorations.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Outlook
In the following, we summarise the previous chapters and provide an outlook for some
possible future work, based on our research.
9.1 Summary and Conclusions
The work began with an introduction into different concepts of conviviality and their
domain specific definitions and meanings. We argued that these definitions do no meet
requirements concerning the usage of Web sites and the interaction with them. Therefore,
we defined artificial conviviality that is our own domain specific definition of conviviality
concerning Web systems in general. The rest of the work’s purpose is to present a suitable
approach to support artificial conviviality on Web sites and evaluates its applicability.
First, we introduced Surowiecki’s concept of “The Wisdom of Crowds” . Its purpose
is to aggregate or extract valuable knowledge from a group of individuals, the crowd. To
apply this concept in practice, the following four requirements must be fulfilled: There
must be a Diversity of Opinion inside the crowd, an Independency of the members and
a Decentralisation of them; furthermore there must also exist an Aggregation instance.
Therefore, we motivated the usage of profiles and introduced the Non-Obvious Profile
algorithm. The purpose of this algorithm is to determine a user’s interest profile based
on a user’s explicit and implicit interest profiles. These profiles are building during
the user’s interaction with the Web system. Next, we introduced different common
techniques for collaborative filtering. We argued that these techniques could be used
inside an Aggregation instance to extract valuable knowledge. Thus, we used the NOP
algorithm in combination with a similarity based approach in this work to gain from
“The Wisdom of Crowds” and create a recommendation system.
At the beginning of the practical part, we introduced our CUBA prototype, which
allows the user to read News-feeds, and motivated the purpose of its existence. We
first discussed CUBA’s underlying architecture. Afterwards we introduced the concepts
of News feeds and AJAX technology and described where it is applied in the CUBA
prototype. Then we presented the CUBA prototype implementation. Based on screen
shots we show its appearance, its provided functions and its usage. We finished the work
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by presenting some research results about CUBA’s usability and CUBA’s perceptions. We
also show several usage statistics and their related conclusions.
In retrospect, the work has its some limitations and some strong sides. There are also
some interesting questions that raised by the work, but which are still open. Regarding
the first part that deals with conviviality and especially with artificial conviviality, we
think that the work misses a better motivation why there is a need of artificial conviviality
in principle and why its definition was chosen. While the motivation and definition was
clear in the author’s mind and the different definitions of conviviality leads towards the
topic, we realised during writing the work that it is difficult to describe these ideas in
clear and precise words. Nevertheless, there are still open questions that could be subject
of future work (9.2). The rest of the first part deals with a possible way implementing
our concept of artificial conviviality inside a Web site. Here, too, there might be some
flaws in the motivation of choosing this approach, but in our opinion, the work points
out the way our concept works. On the other hand, the description of the important
design and architecture aspects of CUBA should left no answers open. The same applies
to the description of implementation details and supported functions of CUBA. The
few results of CUBA’s usage and their interpretations becloud this chapter. Normally
these results could be the basic for a better understanding of users or building of usage
models. Nevertheless, since the Web site could not motivate enough individuals to use its
service, there were not enough data generated. This did not enable us to come up with
a measurable statement of the suitability of our approach. We identified trouble with
catching and displaying feeds as one reason for this problem. Every time there were some
problems, the users stopped the usage directly. However, since these problems occurred
during most time of the project, we have had to questions the usage of News-feeds for
such a project. On the other hand, if they are working, they provide interesting content
that could be use to motivate users to use the system and participate to experiments.
9.2 Future Work
Considering this work, there are many directions and options for future work.
One direction should be, as mentioned in the previous section, to continue to work
on the concept of artificial conviviality. The main effort should be put in to improve
the concept of artificial conviviality and make the current definition more precise. We
also highly recommend turning into a more interdisciplinary approach to do so. As
mentioned in the work, there are other research fields that deal with conviviality. It
would be interesting to gain more from their experiences.
It could also be interesting to explore other approaches, beside the one, chosen in
this work that will support the concept of artificial conviviality. We could imagine, for
example, a system that includes a chatbot, which enables the user to communicate with
the system in a “human”-way. Another approach could be to develop a new concept of
collaborative work, which enables the user to work on (and solve) problems together.
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Another direction concerns the Non-Obvious Profile approach. Since its preparation
and update processes are not trivial and require a lot of work, we suggest finding a
way to make these processes easier for the user. One way to do this is to examine a
“hybrid”-approach to determine users’ interests. In this case, the NOP algorithm would
still be used for an initial setup of a Web site and calculation of the NOPs. However,
we would suggest switching to a model-based approach as soon as there are enough data
for a promising deployment of this approach to avoid further content classifications.
This suggestion would also include to making further experiments how accurate the
NOP approach behaves in practice and an eventual modification of the adjustments and
conclusions respectively the several profiles (NOP-difference (ND), FD-difference (FD)
and Difference (D)).
Regarding to the preparation process it could also be interesting to examine the us-
age of text classification approaches and their influence to NOPs. This could be use to
determine the quality of NOPs based on manual of algorithmic text classification.
Finally, there are many possibilities to improve the CUBA prototype. A first primary
effort should be to improve the feed-module to catch feeds in a better way. How it
has become apparent, this is the most important requirement to perform future user
experiments, because it strongly influences the acceptance to use CUBA.
Since the user acceptance of the layout and the kind of work with CUBA was mostly
positive, it would also be encouraging to continue the work in this direction. It could be
interesting, for example, to develop new kinds of “User-Web site-Interaction” models or
enable the user to “play” with new kind of layouts and how News are displayed. Related
to this is the possibility to make CUBA available on mobile devices. Since CUBA is based
on News-feeds, it might be interesting to adapt it to support such devices to enable to
receive the latest News everywhere. In its current state, CUBA is implemented to be
used on a computer’s web browser only. As there are some differences of Event-handling
on computer and mobile device browsers, there is the necessity to adapt CUBA on such
systems. This will result in some changes on the interface, but it could also influence
CUBA’s underlying architecture, etc.
It would also be conceivable to open CUBA in the direction to become a social Web
site, where the users are more involved. This could be done in many ways. One approach
could be to enable the user to use a feed in more ways. We can imagine enabling users
to build their own feeds by taking interesting News from other feeds, or writing their
own News. These feeds then could be shared with other people. This would allow us
to provide a social infrastructure where people can meet each other and exchange their
opinions.
Another idea would belong to a method to improve the quality of feeds and recom-
mendations. For this case, CUBA could provide a module that let the user tag feeds.
This could help to improve CUBA’s search functionality on the one hand side. On the
other hand it would also help the user to find appropriate feeds more easily.
Finally, the probably most challenging problem in our opinion, regarding artificial
conviviality and CUBA is to find/develop an accurate method to measure conviviality.
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Appendix A
Schemas of several Newsfeed
Formats
Figure A.1: Schema of a RSS 0.91 XML-file [56]
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Figure A.2: Schema of a RSS 1.0 XML-file [56]
Figure A.3: Schema of a RSS 2.0 XML-file (taken from [56])
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Figure A.4: Schema of an ATOM 1.0 XML-file (taken from [56])
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Appendix B
Code Examples for Newsfeed
Files
Sample of and Atom-Feed
<?xml version=" 1 .0 " encoding=" utf−8" ?>
<feed xmlns=" h t tp : //www.w3 . org /2005/Atom"
xml:base=" h t tp : // example . org / "
xml:lang=" en ">
<t i t l e type=" text ">Sample Feed</ t i t l e>
<s u b t i t l e type=" html ">
For documentation &l t ; em&gt ; only&l t ; /em&gt ;
</ s u b t i t l e>
<l i n k r e l=" a l t e r n a t e " h r e f=" / " />
<l i n k r e l=" s e l f "
type=" app l i c a t i on /atom+xml "
h r e f=" h t tp : //www. example . org /atom10 . xml " />
<r i g h t s type=" html ">
&l t ; p>Copyright 2005 , Mark Pi lgr im&l t ; / p>&l t ;
</ r i g h t s>
<id>t a g : f e e dp a r s e r . org ,2005−11−09 : / docs / examples /atom10 . xml</ id>
<generato r
u r i=" h t tp : // example . org / genera tor / "
version=" 4 .0 ">
Sample Too lk i t
</ generato r>
<updated>2005−11−09T11:56:34Z</updated>
<entry>
<t i t l e>F i r s t entry t i t l e</ t i t l e>
<l i n k r e l=" a l t e r n a t e "
h r e f=" / entry /3 " />
<l i n k r e l=" r e l a t e d "
type=" text /html "
h r e f=" h t tp : // search . example . com/ " />
<l i n k r e l=" v ia "
type=" text /html "
h r e f=" h t tp : // toby . example . com/examples /atom10 " />
<l i n k r e l=" enc l o su r e "
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type=" video /mpeg4 "
h r e f=" h t tp : //www. example . com/movie .mp4"
l ength=" 42301 " />
<id>t a g : f e e dp a r s e r . org ,2005−11−09 : / docs / examples /atom10 . xml:3</ id>
<publ i shed>2005−11−09T00:23:47Z</ publ i shed>
<updated>2005−11−09T11:56:34Z</updated>
<summary type=" text / p l a i n " mode=" escaped ">Watch out f o r nasty t r i c k s</summary>
<content type=" app l i c a t i on /xhtml+xml " mode="xml "
xml:base=" h t tp : // example . org / entry /3 " xml:lang=" en−US">
<div xmlns=" h t tp : //www.w3 . org /1999/ xhtml ">Watch out f o r
<span s t y l e=" background: ␣ u r l ( j avasc r ip t :w indow . l o c a t i o n=’ h t tp : // example . org / ’ ) ">
nasty t r i c k s</span></div>
</ content>
</ entry>
</ feed>
Sample of an RSS 2.0-Feed
<?xml version=" 1 .0 " encoding=" utf−8" ?>
<r s s version=" 2 .0 ">
<channel>
<t i t l e>Sample Feed</ t i t l e>
<de s c r i p t i o n>For documentation &l t ; em&gt ; only&l t ; /em&gt ;</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<l i n k>ht tp : // example . org /</ l i n k>
<pubDate>Sat , 07 Sep 2002 0 : 0 0 : 0 1 GMT</pubDate>
<!−− o ther e lements omit ted from t h i s example −−>
<item>
<t i t l e>F i r s t entry t i t l e</ t i t l e>
<l i n k>ht tp : // example . org / entry /3</ l i n k>
<de s c r i p t i o n>Watch out f o r &l t ; span s t y l e=
" background−image :u r l ( j avasc r ip t :w indow . l o c a t i o n=’ h t tp : // example . org / ’ ) "
&gt ; nasty t r i c k s&l t ; / span&gt ;</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<pubDate>Sat , 07 Sep 2002 0 : 0 0 : 0 1 GMT</pubDate>
<guid>ht tp : // example . org / entry /3</guid>
<!−− o ther e lements omit ted from t h i s example −−>
</ item>
</channel>
</ r s s>
Appendix C
Zend MVC-Implementation
Figure C.1: Schema of the Zend MVC-Implementation (taken from [98])
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Appendix D
Own Survey’s Questionnaire
• Do you know CUBA? (yes/no)
• Did you use CUBA (yes/no)
• In case you did, how many times did you use it?
• What do you like on CUBA?
• What do you dislike on CUBA?
• What would you like to improve on CUBA?
• Are you a registered in CUBA? (yes/know)
• In case you are, do you know that you can enter your interests?
• Do you know CUBA’s statistic part?
• How satisfied you are with CUBA’s usability?
• How satisfied you are with CUBA’s recommendations?
• Do you know any other News feed reader?
• In case you do, which ones?
• If you have to rate CUBA at a scale from 0-5, where 5 being the best score, which
score would you give it?
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Appendix E
Usage Statistics
To get a feeling about CUBA’s data, we present in the following an excerpt of CUBA’s
session statistics.
The fieldnames have the following meaning:
• SessionId: Session Id
• requests: Number of requests within a session
• requests2: Cleaned number of requests after taking away unnecessary prev_closed requests
• mainpage: number of requests for the main page
• prev_open: number of request for article previews (open)
• prev_open: number of request for article previews (close), could also mean a movement
over a link
• clicked: number of opened articles
• hlmo: number of opened Home pages
• moved: number of feed re-arrangements
• expand, toggle: number of times a feed was expanded, toggled
• refresh: number of feed refreshes
• removefeed: number of times a feed was removed from the Home page
• add: number of times a feed was added to the Home page
• csclicks, csession, cspreviews: concerns statistical requests
• minTimestamp, maxTimestamp: timestamp of session’s first and last request
• duration: duration of session, i.e. maxTimestamp - minTimestamp
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Figure
E.1:
Screenshot
ofU
ser
Statistics
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Acronyms
AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript and XML
CSS Cascading Style Sheet
CUBA Conviviality and User Behaviour Analysis
DOM Document Object Model
GUI Graphical User Interface
HCI Human-Computer Interaction
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
MVC Model-View-Controller
NOP Non-Obvious Profile
NOPs Non-Obvious Profiles
RDF Resource Description Framework
RSS RDF Site Summary
RSS Really Simple Syndication
WWW World Wide Web
XHTML Extensible HyperText Markup Language
XML eXtensible Markup Language
XSLT eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformations
110 Acronyms
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